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ABSTRACT 

The versatility of a computer is exploited in what is generally refered to as Com

puter Assisted Learning (CAL). This work is one of such CAL programs intended to allevi

ate the problem of lack of adequate instructional materials to teach the concept of waves. 

The computer is made to simulate the prevailing conditions in a medium, as a wave 

is propagated through it. It also serves as a wave-generator, and automatically displays 

the graph on its monitor. 

The wave concepts are introduced with appropriate texts punctuated with interactive 

questions, and terminated by simple tests. 

Provision is made for the more astute learner (or user) to investigate superposi

tion of waves and Fourier series analysis of complex waveforms. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Examples of waves abound in nature. The Sun produces light which enables us to see during the day, 

warm the surface of the earth, as well as producing invisible ultraviolet radiation, which is essential for our 

body to manufacture vitamin D , by our skin. Plants utilize light to to manufacture food, through a process 

called photosynthesis. Light, ultraviolet and infrared rays are all radiations which travel at a speed of 3 

x 10 - 8 metres per second to reach us here on earth. They are all propagated by wave motion. 

1.1 COMMUNICATION 

Sound and consequently speech is also transmitted from one place to another by wave 

motion. Wireless communication via radio, television, mobile telephones etc., are also propagated by wave 

motion. 

1.2 WAVE STUDY 

The study of waves is difficult to understand or comprehend by most students. At best a 

vague idea about the concept is impressed on their minds. Most students perceive a wave as a "snake-like" 

curve, whose mathematical representation and analysis they have to understand. The real nature of waves is 

lost to them. 

One of the primary reasons for this lies in the nature of waves itself. It exists only when there is 

motion. Therefore any passive representation, cannot effectively convey the true nature of it. 

Secondly wave motion involves microscopic particles. A wave is transmitted through a medium by 

transient vibrations of the molecules of the medium, as a result of impulse, usually received from an external 

source. Since these molecules are too small to be seen, an observer merely notices the effect of the wave 

and not the actual mechanism of propagation. Even if it were posssible to see the molecules, usually the 

motion of the molecules take place at such high rates that it cannot be followed by the eye. 

1.3 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 

In order to facilitate better understanding ofthe wave concepts, several instructional materi

als are used. One of the most popular, is the slinky spring. It is a coil of wire which is about 1.5 metres long. 

Usually, the spring constant is low so that it can be easily compressed (or rarefied). A tug at one 

end of the spring is transmitted to the other end by succesive compression and rarefaction of the spring. 

1.3.1 Ripple tank 

Another popular material is the riple tank. It consists of a metal bob attached to an electrical vibrator 
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touching the surface of water in a shallow tank. Riples spread out from the point of contact each time the bob 

is incident on the surface. Another version of the riple tank has two vibrators, so that two waves are 

produced at the same time. Mostly the vibrations are at the same frequency. Hence the effect of the two 

waves interacting with one another (superposition), can be observed. 

1.3.2 Analysis 

Despite these instructional materials, the fact remains that it is only the effect that is noticed and not 

the actual mechanism of propagation of the wave that is observed. 

For more qualitative analysis, the nature of waves are mathematically resolved to equations from 

which the behaviour of a wave may be analysed, interpreted, (or predicted). By skillful manipulation of equa

tions , more complex wave equations are derived. 

1.3.3 Graph 

A complement to this mathematical analysis is the a displacement-time graph (or displacement-dis

tance) which can be obtained by plotting the displacement of a molecule in the medium against time. 

(All molecules in the medium will experience the same force). These graphs readily appeal to visual appre

ciation. 

1.3.4 Oscilloscope and wavegenerator 

For active graph plot, the pair of an oscilloscope and wavegenerator are indispensable. A 

wavegenerator is an electronic appliance that produces alternating current (a.c.) internally, usually with 

variable frequency and voltage. When the a.c. from the generator is applied across the input terminals of 

the oscilloscope, a graph of voltage against time is displayed on the screen. If instead of a wave generator, a 

voice is recorded with a microphone, converted to electrical signals a.c. and then connected to the oscillo

scope, the typical wave pattern of speech, which is usually complex, can be observed. This is one of the best 

merits of the oscilloscope. 

Some basic wave concepts like amplitude, frequency, wavelength, period etc., can be demonstrated. 

Double beam oscilloscopes, which can display two graphs simultaneously, are also available for comparative 

analysis. Superposition of waves leading to different effects like modulation, beats, constructive and destruc

tive interference, can be comprehended and understood. 

1.3.5 Computer as an instructional material 

One of the limitations of the wavegenerator-oscilloscope combination, is the cost of the devices. 

Moreover their uses are limited to the laboratory and again limited to few applications. They are only useful to 
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wave analysis, though, an oscilloscope can be used to analyse electronic circuits. 

In addition to the foregoing, they still cannot demonstrate the actual mechanism of propagation of the 

waves. With the advent of computers, virtually every establishment has a computer or aspire to have one. 

Computers were invented to speed up computational processes. Little wonder then thattoday computers are 

indispensable to science and technology. They are now equally applicable to other facets of life. Historians 

find it invaluable in storing and retrieving information at fractions of time it would have taken some years back. 

Even churches are becoming computerised nowadays. 

1.3.6 Computer Aided Learning (CAL) 

One of the areas of application of computers is called Computer Assisted Learning (CAL). A set of instruc

tions (program) is fed into a computer in such a way that while carrying out the instructions the computer 

becomes the teacher, and the user the student. One of the advantages of CAL is that, a user can learn at his 

or her own pace, as opposed to the classroom environment, whereby many students, of varying intelligence, 

are taught simultaneously. The student is able to digest an aspect ofthe lesson fully, before proceeding to to 

the next one. Former lessons can even be reviewed. 

As an instructional material the computer can be made to simulate prevalent conditions as a wave is 

propagated through a medium. Molecular vibrations can be observed at lower speed. 

With appropriate graphic instructions, diagrams can be precisely drawn to illustrate corresponding 

text. Limited interaction is also possible. Just as a teacher poses questions to his students the program is 

written, so thatthe computer poses questions at appropriate intervals to testthe knowledge ofthe student, as 

well as sustain his or her interest. 

1.4 SCOPE OF RESEARCH 

This research is aimed at writing a computer program to teach any layman, the basic wave con

cepts , as well as portraying the concepts in a new light to those who are already familiar with them. It is 

intended to include a WAVE DRAW section to serve as an environment in which the student or user can 

generate and display waves in order to excite their interest as well as consolidate knowledge gained from the 

tutorial section. The slightly advanced concept of Fourier analysis of waves will also be included to serve as 

a research instrument to mathematicians and physicists as well as serve as a demonstration of the abstract 

concept. 

1.5 METHODOLOGY 

QBASIC, Microsoft's (a United States software company) version of the BASIC programming lan-
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guage will be used in writing the program for the following reasons:-

1.5.1 Enhancements 

It has sufficient enhancements, making it comparable to 'higher' languages like PASCAL, C, FOR

TRAN, etc., in terms of structured programming. There are sufficient commands to achieve superb program 

iteration. These include FOR-TO-NEXT, DO-WHILE-LOOP, DO-LOOP,and WHILE-WEND constructs. 

Conditional branching is also possible using IF-THEN-ELSEIF-ELSE-END IF, and SELECT CASE-CASE

CASE ELSE-END SELECT, constructs. 

1.5.2 Interpretation 

It has an advantage of being easier to debug, since it interpretes programs during execution. 

1.5.3 Compilation 

If VISUAL BASIC, another Microsoft product can, be obtained, it can be compiled to a stand

alone executable program. 

1.5.4 Editor and on-line help 

It has a versatile editor and HELP section that makes it a very useful research instrument. Traditional 

commands like LOAD, LIST, SAVE, etc., have been replaced by user-friendly text editor, featuring pull

down menu, cutting, copying and pasting. In addition, it points out syntax errors once a line is written (before 

running the program). It also indicates correct syntax by changing all the commands on a line originally in 

lower case to upper case while leaving the variables in lower case. This promptly assures the programmer 

that the line is error free. 

1.5.5 Modular programming 

QBASIC supports the development of programs in modules, to aid the understanding of the entire 

program logic as a whole. Since each module is generally designed to perform a particular task, editing of 

a program is made easier,by going directly to that part of a program (module) that is responsible for an 

error or malfunction. 

1.5.6 Line numbering 

The traditional numbering of each line of the standard BASIC is not mandatory. In fact, an entire 

program may not contain a single line number. For referencing subroutines, a line can be assigned a label 

which is usually a meaningful phrase followed by a colon ( e.g. merge_diagrams:). 

1.5.7 Graphics 

QBASIC offers a very versatile graphics capability. There are library functions for drawing circles, 
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lines, eclipses, arc of cicles, rectangles, etc. 

Various screen modes support different image resolution as desired. Each screen mode offers a 

range of colors that can be printed in foreground, background and border. At the peak of this are high 

resolution screen modes that offers up to 253 color combinations. 

Simulation and animation are also possible. "Photographing" a graphics image and PUTting it at any 

other part of the screen, with the options of retaining the backg round, erasing the background, or printing in 

reverse video. Hence with appropriate logic, the image, can be made to move on the screen. 

1.5.8 Portability 

Most microcomputers (PCs) have Microsoft's DOS operating system, which provides QBASIC as a 

standard feature. Hence any program written in QBASIC will run on most PCs. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

WAVES 

A wave allows energy to be transfered from one point to another some distance away without the 

particles of the medium travelling between the two points. For example if a small weight is suspended by a 

string, energy to move the weight may be obtained by repeatedly shaking the other end of the string up and 

down,through a small distance. Waves which carry energy then travel along the string from the top to the 

bottom. Likewise, water waves may be spread along the surface from one point A to another point B, where 

an object floating on the water will be disturbed by the wave. No particles of water at A, actually travel to B in 

the process. The energy in the electromagnetic spectrum comprising X-rays" light waves and ultraviolet rays 

for example may be considered to be carried by electromagnetic waves from the radiating body to the 

absorber. Again sound waves carry energy from the source to the ear by the disturbance of the air. 

displacement 
A 

fig 2.1 

distance travelled by wave --~ 

If the source of origin of the wave oscillates with frequency f, then each point in the medium concerned 

oscillates with the same frquency. A snapshot of the wave profile or waveform may appear, at an instant,as 

in fig. 2.1 above. The source repeats its motion ftimes per second, so a repeating waveform is observed 

spreading from it. The distance between corresponding points in the successive waveforms, such as two 

successive crests and two successive troughs, is called the wavelenghth ).. . Each time the source vi

brates once, the wave moves forward a distance of Ida. Hence the velocity c of the waves which is the 

distance the prifile moves in one second is given by 

C = f/\ 

The equation is true for all the wave motion, whatever its origin, that is it applies to sound waves, 
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electromagnetic waves and mechanical waves. 

2.0 TYPES OF WAVES 

2.0.1 Transverse 

A wave which is propagated with the direction of vibrations ofthe molecules ofthe medium perpen

dicular to the direction of travel of the wave is is called a transverse wave. Examples include waves on 

plucked strings, and on water. Electromagnetic waves which include light waves are also transverse in na

ture. 

2.0.2 Longitudinal 

In contrast to a transverse wave, a longitudinal wave is one in which the vibrations occur in the same 

direction of travel of the wave e.g. sound waves. 

2.0.3 Progressive 

Both transverse and longitudinal waves are progressive. This means that the wave profile moves 

along with the speed of the wave. If a snapshot is taken of a progressive wave, (fig 1 above), it repeats at 

equal distances. The repeat distance is the wavelength. If one point is taken and the profile is observed as it 

passes this point, then the profile is seen to repeat itself at equal intervals of time called the period T. 

2.1 THE GRAPH 

Two kinds of graph may be drawn. A displacement-distance graph for a transverse mechanical 

wave. Figure 2 shows the displacements y of the vibrating particles of a medium, at different distances x 

from the source, at a certain instant. 

yl.\ 

x > 

fig. 2.2 

A longitudinal wave can also be represented by a transverse displacement-distance graph. The 

displacements in this case however being those of the vibrating particles in the line of travel of the wave. 

Thus y and x are in the same direction in the wave but at right angles to each other in the graph, i.e. the graph 

represents longitudinal displacements as if it were transverse. 
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2.2 FREQUENCY 

If the source of a wave makes f vibrations per second, so too will the particles of the transmitting 

medium, in the case of a mechanical wave and as will the electric field E and magnetic field B, in an electro

magnetic wave. That is, the frquency f of the wave equals the frequency of the source. 

2.3 WAVELENGTH 

When the source makes one complete vibration, one wave is generated and the disturbance spreads 

out a distance Ida from the source. Ifthe source continues to vibrate w~h constant frequency f, then f waves 

will be produced per second and the wave advances a distance ~ in one second. If v is the speed, then 

V = f).. 

This relationship holds for all wave motions. 

2.4 AMPLITUDE 

The maximum displacement of a wave from the equilibrium pos~ion (zero displacement position) is 

called the ampl~ude of a wave (A in fig. 2 above). Since the direction of motion of a wave changes every half 

of a period, the displacement take negative values. Hence the ampl~ude A is equal to - A in this respect. In 

most cases, A is equal to absolute - A. 

2.5 PERIOD 

Since the motion of a wave is repeated periodically, the displacement-distance graph can also be 

plotted as a displacement-time graph. In this respect, the concepts of frequency, and period are easier to 

determine. The period is the time a wave takes to make one complete oscillation. If 

V = f).. 

then. distance X I time t = f).. 

Thus, X = f >. t 
The distance moved by a wave in one Period is x = f )..T 

But, f= 11 T 

X= AT IT =A 

Thus the distance travelled by a wave can be calculated after a specified length of time. 

2.6 DAMPED OSCILLATIONS 

A wave is sustained as a result of continuous supply of impulses from the source. However, w~h 

time, the energy of the source reduces. Conseqently, the ampl~ude of vibration ofthe particles ofthe medium 

also reduce accordingly, untill the finally ~ becomes zero. The oscillation stops. The oscillation is said to have 
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decayed to zero. If the decay process is imposed on the vibrating system, then ~ is called damping, as in 

motor vehicle shock absorbers. The displacement-time graphs of such system wi" be like 

figure 2.3 below. 

displacement 

t--------------....;,time 

fig 2.3 

2.7 CLIPPING 

The molecules or atoms of a substance are naturally constrained. There is a lim~ to which an atom 

can be displaced from ~ equilibrium pos~ion. In the same vein, macroscopically, a vibrating object may be 

constrained as a result of ~ nature, external influences etc., so that there is a lim~ to the maximum ampl~ude 

~ can assume, while vibrating. 

In a s~uation where the ampl~ude of vibration of the source exceeds this lim~, then the molecules or 

atoms stop at this lim~, for the period of time that the displacement of the source exceeds this lim~, and 

reduces to the lim~. The graph of such a vibrating system is shown in figure 2.4 below. The vibration of the 

medium is shown in heavy lines superimposed on that of the source. 

displacement ~It-___________________ ~> time 

fig 2.4 

2.8 SUPERPOSITION 

When two waves travel through a medium, their combined effect at any point can be found by the prin

ciple of superpos~ion. This states that the resultant displacement at any point is the sum of the seperate 

displacements due to the two waves. This has the effect of reinforcing the waves at some points and cancel

lation at others. The resulting effect of this is called an interference pattern. Figure 2.5 below illustrates this 

phenomenon for two waves of slightly different frequencies. 
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displacement 

. " 
.,'".1. ,"" . 

fig. 2.5 

The resultant wave pattern is called BEATS, in this case. 

2.9 MODULATION 

wave I 

wave 2 

.' . 

resultant 

lime ---_;> 

Waves of low frequency are easily attenuated in air. The range of propagation of a wave increases as 

the frquency increases. In broadcasting, low frequency signals are superposed on high frq waves (carrier) 

since the low frq signals cannot travel by themselves. This process is known as modulation. The resulting 

wave pattern is shown in figure 2.6 below. 

displacement 

fig 2.6 

2.10 DECOMPOSITION OF WAVES 

frequency 
signal 

catTier 
wave 

i.""." modulated 
:; v:.) ' . wave 
.•.. 

time -------...,y 

If the same note sounded on the violin, is repeated on the piano, even an untrained listener will can tell 

which instrument is being used without seeing it. The quality (or timber) of the note is different in each case. 

The explanation for this is that, no instrument produces a "pure" note, i.e. a note consisting of only a 

single frequency. In practice the nearest approach to a pure note is that obtainedby sounding a tuning fork. 

When the same note is sounded on other instruments, they sound different because of the presence of other 
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The Fourier series for: 
1. Square wave is 

f(x) = 4 / 7t (sin x + 1 / 3 sin 3x + 1 / 5 sin 5x + .................... ) 

co 

= 4 / 7t 2: sin (2i -1)x / 2i-1 
i = 1 

2. Triangular wave is 
co 

f(x) = (7t/2- 4/7t) 2: cos(2i-1)x 12i-1 
i = 1 

3. Sawtooth wave is 
co 

f(x) = 1 I 2 - 1 I 7t L 1 I k sin kx 
i = 1 

Note :- The sawtooth wave function is 

f(x) = x I 27t 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SYSTEM DESIGN AND STRUCTURE 

The program is designed to teach basic wave concepts, with illustrations, 

simulation, of the graphic representation of waves. 

In line with structural programming technique the program is more of a 

package, divided into unit programs. Each program is designed to take care of a 

section of the overall program, and is further divided into subprograms, each of 

which is designed to accomplish a specific task. A subprogram may contain one 

or more subroutines to perform minor functions within it. Another unit contains the 

title given to the package as a whole as well as the MENU. Any of the three sec

tions of the package can be invoked from this unit which in essence represent the 

control module. At the end of a session, within any of the sections, control is re

turned to this module from where the user may decide to proceed to another sec

tion of package or to quit to the operating system 

3.1 SECTIONS 

In all there are three basic unit, though other units are present that serve more 

or less as utilities, or containing data needed by one or more of the basic units. 

3.1.1 Main Module 

As customary of professional" software packages, the program is introduced 

by displaying "WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF WAVES"on the monitor. 

The sequence of instructions displaying the title is terminated by a conditional 

branch Gonstruct, so as to enable the user to select a part of the program, to use. 

The options are:-

1. TUTORIAL 

2. WAVE DRAW 

3. FOURIER DRAW 

4. QUIT 

3.1.2 Tutorial 

This option is presented first since the program is basically meant to teach. It 

employs other classes of subprograms. Therefore, the user is given the freedom 
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to practice after going through the tutorial. Due to the technicalities involved, a lot 

of subprograms are found in this section. Yhe hierarchy of operations is illustrated 

in figure 3.1 below. 

TUTORIAL 

TEXT 

I I 
SIMULATIONS GRAPH DRAWING ACCESSORIES 

FIG.3.1 

The WAVE TUTOR program utilizes several subprograms and a text file. 

The text is retrieved bit by bit and mixed with simulations and diagrams as appro

priate. There are four types of simulations namely:-

(a) Lmotion 

This simulates a rectangular box that moves from one end of the screen to 

another. 

(b) emotion 

It simulates a satellite moving round a circular orbit for three revolutions. 

(c) Pend,ulum 

Generates a a pendulum that is at rest, displaced when a key is pressed, 

begins to vibrate when another key is pressed and finally comes to rest after ten 

oscillations (provided the user does not press another key before then). 

It can also illustrate damped oscillations. 

(d) Vmotion 

Initially, this subprogram is made to generate a few layers of "atoms", be-

fore one of them is isplated and used to demonstrate vibrational motion. 
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3.1.3 WAVE DRAW 

The drawing of graphs to represent waves is a convenient tool in analysing 

the nature of waves. Basically there are three graph generators. Two of them 

produce waves with individual differences in attributes, while the third, adds the 

displacements of the other two, and produces a resultant wave. This is essential 

to the investigation of the principle of superposition. The diagram shown below 

illustrate the relationship between the main program and the subprograms and 

subroutines. 

MAIN 

I I I I 
DR01 DR02 I I DR03 II FORMULA II FKEYDISPLA Y GRAPHPAGE I 

I I 
I I I I J 

XAXIS1 EAASER1 XAXIS2 ERt>.SER1 XAXIS3 ERt>.SER1 

I 
TASK 

I 
I 1 

AMPLITUDE FREQUENCY PHASE LIBRARY I FOURIER WAVETYPE 

I I 
AMP I FRQ PHYS LOADER1 J LOADER21 

FIG. 3.2 
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The title given to each subprogram is suggestive of the function of 

the subprogram. At the beginning, declaration of all subprograms are made in 

line with syntax rules, followed by the declaration of the "common" global vari

able and dimensioning of arrays. Other variables are also initialized to set the 

initial conditions for the WAVE - DRAW environment. The "loader" subprograms 

are then CALLed to transfer data from wave-function files to array. Relevant 

names of keys that have been programmed to invoke subroutines are displayed. 

Having set the preliminary conditions, the ORO subprograms are now called 

to draw graphs. Other utility subprograms print the formulae of the equations, 

phase, and other messages. 

The user now specifies changes to be made to one or the two basic 

waveforms. More than one change can be made at a time to save time before 

displaying the waves. The previous wave need to be erased before drawing an

other one. A subprogram eraser is called from within the corresponding ORO 

subprogram. The user may wish to clean the whole drawing area at once, to 

minimize the finite time required to erase each wave in turn. This can be done 

by pressing a function key (F 12). 

3.1.4 FOURIER WAVE DRAW 

This facility is provided as tool for mathematicians and physicians who 

may wish to carry out experiments to observe how complex functions can be 

broken down (or built up) to simpler forms. It equally serves to verify the Fourier 

series ara1ysis of waves. 

Declaration of subprograms, arrays and initialization of variables are done 

at the of the beginning of the program. The user is then given the option of either 

manually (FOUMANUAL) specifying the parameters that govern the wave combi

nations such as amplitude and frequency, or allowing the program to do necessary 

calculations (FOUAUTO), before generating the waveforms. However the auto

generation facility can only cope with three types of waves namely Square, Trian

gular, and Sawtooth waveforms. 

FUND subprogram generates and prints the fundamental frequency on the 
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screen. Once this is done, the harmonics are generated, added and printed on 

the screen by the DR02 and FADD subprograms. 

When the required waveform is obtained, (or otherwise), a model of the 

type required is printed for comparison. If the user wishes, the cumulative formu

lae of the equation of all the components can be printed for perusal. 

I FOURIER J 

I FOUAUTO I FOUMANUAL I 

SOU TRI SAW 

FUND FADD 

DR02 

FIG. 3.3 

3.2 ACCESSORIES 

These are mainly subroutines and a few subprograms that serve as utilities 

for the entire program. They include :-

(i) Prompt - to display the message, "Press any key to continue .. " 

(ii) Klean - to clear a specified portion of the screen. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

4.0 GENERAL 

Modular programming syntax rule in QBASIC requires variables that will be shared between modules 

to be declared at the start of each subprogram. This distinguishes them from local variables and also gives 

each subprogram access to the values of these variables. A global declaration is also done within the main 

module for the passing of arguments (variables), to chained program(s). It will be assumed that shared 

variables have already been declared for any subprogram in the course of discussion of the subprograms in 

this chapter. This is to reduce repetition. 

Static array declarations are done at the begining of each program. For memory management other 

arrays are declared in subprograms that require them. The reserved space is re-allocated at the end of such 

subprogram(s). 

Of higher importance to the factors mentioned above is the declaration of all subprograms. However, 

ifthis is ommitted (or forgotten), QBASIC automatically declares such subprogram. The implication is that it is 

not as crucial to the programmer than the former two. 

4.0.1 GRAPHICS MODE 

Screen 12 of the QBASIC graphics mode is adopted throughout the program. In this mode, the screen 

is divided into 640 horizontal "x" points and 480 vertical "yO points. A location on the screen, called a picture 

element, PIXEL, can be specified by its (x,y) coordinates. There cannot be negative coordinates. Moreover, 

the vertical coordinates increase from zero at the top to 480 at the bottom. Similarly, the horizontal coordi

nates starts with zero at the extreme left to 640 at the extreme right. 

Sixteen different colours are supported in the graphics mode. Each colour can be chosen (using 

appropriate syntax) by picking a number between 0 to 15. Zero corresponds to black while 15 corresponds to 

double intensity white. Only foreground color can be specified in this mode. 

4.1 PROGRAM NAME 

As characteristic of "professional" software packages, the program starts by displaying the name 

given to the program "WORLD OF WAVES", using letters generated with waves. This is achieved by dividing 

the screen into 5 horizontal and 4 vertical parts. Only the last three quarters of the vertical division are used 

in printing "WAVES". A letter occupies each "square". The program segment is listed in the WAVES.DRV 

program (appendix B) . 
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4.2 CONTROL MODULE 

Figure 4.1 below illustrates the logic of the control module stored in a file named WAVESDRV . 

Declare common variables 

Display program name 

print 

MENU 

1. TUTORIAL 
2. WAVE DRAW 
3. FOURIER DRAW 
4. QUIT 
Enter choice: 

Is choice = 1 ? 

tno 

Is choice = 2 ? 

Is choice = 3 ? 

t no 

Is choice = 4 '? 

Print 
Choose one of the options 

fig. 4.1 

yes 
---.::..I Do 

yes 
--~Do 

yes 
Do~ 
~ 

yes 
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After declaring global variable{s) and initializing other variables, the program name is displayed for a 

brief period (about 2 seconds).The MENU follows, with the user being prompted to choose from the options. 

If a key is pressed that does not correspond to one of the options, a high frequency sound (beep) is emmitted 

to indicate that a wrong key had been pressed. The user is given another chance to choose one of the 

options. This will continue untill one of the options is selected. 

Immediately one of the options is selected, the program corresponding to the option is invoked. 

Control is restored to this module at the end of the program (or before if so wished). 

4.3 THE TUTORIAL PROGRAM 

The section starts with a brief display of the title "WAVE TUTOR", the chaaracters of which were 

generated using the ASCII (extended) code. 

The tutorial runs as if the user is reading a book page by page. A page in this case corresponds to a 

screenful of information, which consists of text, diagrams and (or) simulations. Normally, the computer dis

play is designed to scroll out text to provide r90m for others that will follow. This becomes a nuisance for this 

purpose as the user does not have the time to read anything before they are scrolled out. To stop scrolling, an 

input command characteristic is exploited. The computer is forced to wait for a key to be pressed before 

proceeding to the other instructions. Hence the user has sufficient time to read and digest what is displayed 

on the screen. An added advantage of this is the option of deciding whether to proceed to the next page, 

review the previous page or quit the tutorial. This choice will need to be made at the end of every page. To 

reduce repitition, a subroutine is created to cater for this. The subroutine is titled "continuity" (fig 4.2 below). 

print:- b-last page esc-quit others-next page 
yes 

Key pressed is "esc" ? 

Key pn;ssct! is "b" ? 110 

fig 4.2 
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The text, contained in a seperate ASCII text file, need to be "loaded" bit by bit. The text is pre-written 

in the file using free lines (lines on which no text is printed) to seperate paragraphs and other lines of text 

whose attribute is different from that of others or that need to be printed in a special way. A bit will then consist 

of lines of text not separated by a free line. Again since the "loading" will be repeated many times, another 

subroutine (Inputtext) takes care of this (fig 4.3). 

~ 
end or file? 

yes 

no 

text$ =" " 

prinl lexl$ 
110 

Is lexl$ = " " '! 

fig 4.3 

The last subroutine in this program segment synchronizes the pages of the program and that of the 

110 
lexl$ = "page" ? 

es 

yes 

disk 
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text file. It also serves the purpose of making reference to a page possible in the text file, at least for the 

purpose of review (fig 4.4). Simulations are generated by subprograms, pendulum, Imotion, emotion 

and vmotion.The overall program flowchart is shown in figure 4.5 below. 

Do sub-Iocatepage 

. other pages 

Label here as page X 
(last page) 

lDo sub-Ioeatepage! 

t 
l clear screen ! 

t 
l Do sub-inpullext I 

t 
I Pause fix input I 

Input = "esc" ? -

t 
Input = "b"? 

go to 

Is chain$ = "on"- go to 

fig 4.5 

Set color to blue 

count = 0 

Read a line of text from storage 

----;-
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4.4 WAVE DRAW 

The program starts with declaration of all subprograms within the module followed by the declaration 

ofthe global variable chain$. A few variables are initialized to set the environment. 

4.4.1 Menu display 

Subprogram tkeydisplay (listed in the appendix) is responsible for displaying the MENU i.e. words 

that point to functions that can be carried out while the program is on. A letter in each word is highlighted by 

printing it in red. This suggests to the user the key to press to accomplish a particular function. Each function 

is usually carried out by one or more other subprograms. They include :-

(a) Amplitude - to alter the amplitude of waves. 

(b) Frequency - to vary the frequency 

(c) Phase - to vary the phase 

(d) Wavetype - to select another type of waveform 

(e) Library - to view a chosen wave effect e.g. modulation. 

(n Fourier - to invoke the program for Fourier series analysis. 

(g) Clipping - to make a selected wave clipped 

(h) Decay - to make aselected wave damped. 

(i) Rub_off - to clean the graphics area of the screen 

(j) 

For mathematical analysis, a graph is drawn on the screen before the waves are drawn on top. This 

is done by the subprogram graphpage. 

The waves are drawn by three subprograms, DR01, DR02, and DR03. Initially all three waves are 

drawn to aid the user. A new wave will need to be drawn if the user changes the attribute of one or both of the 

basic waves. In order not to congest the drawing area, which can make the waves incomprehensible, the 

previously drawn waves will need to be erased before another one can be drawn. Each drawing subprogram 

therefore has a corresponding erasing subprogram (ERASER 1,2 and 3). A logic is incorporated such that if 

any of wave1 or wave2 is modified without the other, only that wave and the third wave will be erased and 

redrawn. This saves a third ofthe drawing time. 

At the end of each drawing, the program pauses to allow the user to make changes. A subroutine 

TASK determines the subprogram to call depending on the key pressed which in tum should depend on the 

need of the user. Figure 4.6 is the flowchart for the main part of the program. Subroutines TASK and DROR 



are expressed in pseudocode below. 

begin 

ch1 = 0 , ch2 = 0 

declare all subprograms 

declare common variable ehain$ 

Do subprogram 
graphpage 

Do subprogram 
formula 

Do subprogram 
drorl 

Do subprogram 
dror2 

Do subprogram 
dror3 

key pressed = "esc" ? 
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yes 

1 --- -------Is ehain$ = "on "'-r- ~~y_e_s -~ go to 

----------
no 

lig 4.6 



Repeat 
task = key pressed 

select case task 
case ·w· 

case "a" 

case "r 

case .p" 

case "I" 

case Om" 

case ·0" 
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Do subprogram to change type of wave 

Do subprogram to change amplitude 

Do subprogram to change the frequency 

Do subprogram to change the phase 

Do subprogram to display a selected wave effect as example 

Do subprogram that will draw all waves at the same position 

Do program FOURIER DRAW 

case else 

beep 

end select 

end 

print "press 'enter' if no more changes· 

Pause for input 

task = key pressed 

loop until task = 'enter' 

end 

Pseudocode for subroutine DROR 

begin 

If ch1 = 0 AND ch2 = 0 then 

dror = 0 rem indicator to draw nothing 

print "No changes made" 

Pause for 1 second 

else if ch1 + ch2 = 2 then 

dror = 3 rem indicator to draw the three waves 

else if ch1 = 1 AND ch2 = 0 AND dror is NOT equal to 1 then 

dror = 4 rem indicator to draw waves 1 and 3 only 

else if ch1 = 0 AND ch2 = 1 AND dror is NOT equal to 2 then 

dror = 5 rem indicator to draw waves 2 and 3 
end if 

select case dror 

case 1 

Do subprogram dro1 rem draw wave 1 only 

case 2 

Do subprogram dro2 rem draw wave 2 only 



end 

case 3 

Do subprogram dro1 

Do subprogram dro2 

Do subprogram dro3 

case 4 

Do subprogram dro1 

Do subprogram dro2 

case 5 

Do subprogram dro2 

Do subprogram dro3 

end select 

4.4.2 Drawing of graphs 
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The heart of the subprograms that draw is the command PSET that instructs a computer to draw a 

point at a specified location on the screen. However a lot of factors need to be taken into condideration, in 

order to determine the actual values of the coord inates of the point. 

4.4.3 Speed and Resolution 

For a coordinate (x,Y), y is usually dependent on x. Its value can be calculated from a given equation 

relating the two variables. Periodic functions like sine, cosine, triangular,square,and sawtooth,are expected to 

be generated in this program. A typical equation is y = A sin f(x). For a cycle, x varies from zero degrees 

to 360. Butthere are 640 horizontal points and 480 vertical points (screen 12 mode ofQBASIC graphics). For 

maximum optimal resolution, a one to one degree to pixel is desirable. If x is varied in steps of 0.5, this gives 

rise to 720 values, which is more than required. 

Apart from drawing it is necessary to reserve some parts of the screen for other displays of informa

tion like formulae, interactive messages etc. Therefore, not all of the 640 by 480 pixels are used for drawing. 

Consequently, if all the 720 points are drawn for every cycle, a lot of points will be repeated for the same pixel 

,i.e. the points will just fall on one another. As the frequency increases, the situation becomes worse, in terms 

of the valuable time, wasted in printing points that will not make any difference to the resolution of the image. 

Moreover considering thatthere are usually three waves to print at a time, it becomes a real waste of computer 

time. 

A soluton to the problem is to incorporate a way by which some points are skipped while drawing. For 

example, if every other point is skipped, that is a step of2, then 360 points are printed in a cycle. The drawing 

time is reduced by half. For higher frequencies, it may be necessary to skip by 6 or even 10 to optimize speed. 
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However, gain in speed can sometimes be at the expense of the resoluton. For a freq uency f of low 

amplitude, the resolution may be fine. Ifthe amplitude is increased, gaps appear along the curve, indicating 

that all the pixels have not been used up. Therefore. for optimization of resolution, each pixel along the 

horizontal and vertical directions must be utilized. For speed, no two points must be printed on the same 

pixel. 

The greatest changes in y values occur between x = 0 and x = 70 (for sine and cosine functions). By 

multiplying each value by the amplitude and taking their average, an incremental value q is obtained. 

q = (sin 70 - sin O) I (70 x frequency) eqn 4.0 

But q for each pixel should be 1. Therefore the step (called RESO, to avoid using a QBASIC library 

name) is given by 

RESO x q = 1 ----eqn 4.1 

RESO = 1 I q ----eqn 4.2 

For some waves, e.g. square waves, q = 0, which will give rise to an infinitely large value ofRESO (a 

computation error which will stop the program from running). In this kind of situation, q is programmed to take 

a minimum value of 0.2. 

Another factor that also contribute to speed is the calculation of values of y. To draw a curve, the 

equation 

y = A sin f( X • pi I 180} 

will need to be evaluated for each ofthe 721 points (zero included). This takes a little "computer time" espe

cially if the frequency fis large in which case the calculation will be done"f x 721" times. This problem can be 

overcome if the values are pre-calculated and stored in an array (since they are repetitive for a particular 

function). For the other functions, four other arrays are necessary. 

4.4.4 Memory management 

Each wavetype considered in the program requires its own set of y values. Hence five arrays each 

consisting of 721 values need to be set up. Moreover, due to the design of the drawing subprograms,another 

array need to be set up, for data transfer from anyone of the chosen wavetypes. Since there are three 

drawing subprograms,another three arrays are needed to do this in addition to other parts of the program 

requiring memory space, the need to find other types of storage becomes expedient. 

The solution is to transfer data that is not used frequently to permanent storage (hard disk) for re

trieval when needed. Though the time for "loading" of data is longer than if it were in an array, the gain in 
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memory space management (and avoidance of critical errors) far outweighs the loss in speed. 

4.4.5 Amplitude 

The maximum value of y as obtained from a sine or cosine table is 1 while the minimum is -1. Ifthese 

values of yare directly used in specifying the pixel coordinates, an approximate straight line is obtained, 

because the values are so low that there is no significant difference in the printing of y on the screen. 

Therefore, there is a need to multiply these values by a constant. Depending on the chosen value of the 

constant, y values will become significant enough for a curve to be visually comprehensible. The constant is 

the amplitude of the wave. 

The amplitude must not be so large that the value of y will eventually be greater than 480, which is the 

last y point that can be printed on the screen. Any such error occuring while the program is running will lead to 

a critical error sufficient to terminate the program. To protect against any such occurence and in addition to the 

fact that part ofthe lower part of the screen will be used for some text displays, a condition is imposed that any 

value of y greater than 450 (and less than 50) should not be printed. 

Subprogram AMPLITUDE is dedicated to varying the value of amplitude as desired. It is listed in 

appendix C. 

4.4.6 Vertical offset 

The topmost pixel on the screen correspond to a y position of zero, which is the minimum the com

puter recognizes. ( Any negative value of y will generate an error). This implies that the negative values of a 

function, must be processed before they can be printed. 

If a certain value, yoff, greater than the absolute of the maximum negative value is added to y, then 

all the points become "positive" as far as the computer is concerned. Since it is an addition, the values of all 

positive values are also increased by the same amount. The relationship between the points is preserved. 

Carrying this a little further, the wave can be "pushed" to an appropriate position on the screen by adding the 

necessary offset value. 

The three waves are given offset values 

yoff1% = 150, yofF2% = 250, and yoff3% = 350. 

For comparative analysis it is sometimes desirable to put the waves on top of one another. This can be 

achieved by resetting the offset values of two of them to that of the third central one so that all of them will be 

at the centre of the screen. 
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4.4.7 Horizon tal offset 

Better appreciation of the waves can be achieved if equations, and or text are further used to describe 

them. Space is therefore reserved to the left and right of the screen. The first few horizontal points 

x = 0 to x = xoff% = 140, and the last few points x = 500 to x = 640, are reserved. No drawing take place on 

these places. However if necessary ( as in the WAVE TUTOR program), the values may be adjusted. This 

leaves a drawing area xlen% consisting of360 horizontal points. 

4.4.8 Drawing area 

The yoff% and xoff% values do not affect the original relationship between x and y. Recall that the 

values of y for x varying between zero and 360 degrees taken in steps of 0.5 is precalculated. 

The program segment, in pseudocode, is:-

For i% = 0 to 720 step reso 

Next i% 

x = xdummy x i% + xoff% 

y = amp\ x ydummy(i%) + yoff% 

If Y > 50 AND Y < 450 then 

plot (x. y) 

end if 

ydummy(i%) represents the precalculated value ofy stored in the ~h pos~ion ofthe array ydummy. Xdummy 

is obtained by dividing the horizontal drawing area into 720 places. 

In general, xdummy = xlen% I (720 x frequency) 

where 

xlen% = horizontallenght of the drawing area, 

ampl = amplitude 

4.4.9 Frequency 

The frequency of a wave is the number of cycles per second. If it is assumed that the length of the 

drawing area corresponds to 1 second, then for fwaves to be drawn, the drawing area is divided into 

xlen% I f places. A wave can consequently be drawn in each region simply by subdividing each region into 

720 places. This gives a unit of x to be 

xdummy = (xlen% I f) I 720 

= xlen% I (720 x f) 

The FREQUENCY subprogram is responsible for varying f. It's logic is similar to that of subprogram ampli

tude. 
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4.4.10 Phase 

Phase difference is accomplished by altering the starting position in the y table. A positive phase 

change corresponds to starting to print at 2 x x position in the y table. (Recall that x is stored in steps of 0.5). 

However, after the 720th position in the table, a means must be found of making the printing to start again at 

the zero position in the y table. The counter is reset to zero, since the retrieval of the y values depends on the 

counter number. This program segment falls within the DR01 ,and DR02 subprograms, which wi" be discused 

shortly. 

Subprogram PHASE varies the phase as required. It's structure is similar to that of subprogram 

AMPLITUDE. 

4.4.11 Decay 

In practice the amplitude of oscillation of a vibrating object decreases with time if the source of energy 

is removed. To implement this, the amplityde is gradually reduced at a specified rate as x varies from zero to 

360 degrees, for one cycle. It becomes more complicated for larger frequencies. The subprogram DECAY 

handles the necessary initialization of variables, for the ORO 1 or DR02 subprogram which implements it. 

4.4.12 Clipping 

A clipped waveform is obtained by approximating a" values of y greater than a certain value called 

limit%, to that value. 

y = ampl x ydummy(i%) 

If y > limit% then y = limit<>10 

The limiting value limit<>10 is specified through the subprogram CLIP. It is listed in appendix A. 

4.4.13 The -ORO- Subprograms 

Two different types of waves may be drawn simultaneously via subprograms DR01 and DR02. 

which are structurally similar. A third subprogram, DR03, adds (the displacements y of) the other two. Most 

ofthe logic behind subprograms have been discussed above. 

For DR03, most of the conditions that determine the nature of the waves in 1 and 2 e.g. clipping, 

damping, amplitude etc., are absent. DR03 simply takes the final values ofy1 and y2 that are used for printing 

and adds them together to obtain its own value of y. The only basic difference is its rigid structure in terms of 

the number of 

To erase a printed wave, the eraser subprograms must follow the same path as that of the ones that 

printed the wave. Therefore, a" the attributes ofthe wave e.g. frequency, amplitude, etc., must be known.Since 
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the values of these variables can be accessed, by the eraser subprogram, this should not be a problem. But 

it is quite possible that those attributes have been changed, in preparation,for the drawing of a new wave. 

Then it will almost be impossible to erase the previous wave. 

The solution is to store the former values of y with which the values were printed in an array. Knowl

edge about the period and resolution must also be stored. Luckily, the latter two require only single element 

arrays. 

The ERASER subprograms' structure, is similar to that of the corresponding ORO subprograms, 

without conditions and tests. It is listed in appendix C. 

4.4.15 Loading 

Whenever a different type of wave is desired, it is necessary to change the initial y values stored in 

the ydummy array. Each function has its set of values stored in a file on the magnetic disk (permanent 

memory). The retrieval of these values is done by subprograms LOAoER1 and LOAoER2 for wave 1 and 

wave2 respectively. 

The type of wave needed can be chosen, by pressing the letter "W, which makes the program 

branches to a subprogram WAVETYPE which presents a MENU of the types of waves, and calls the appro

priate LOADER after a choice is made. (See appendix C). 

4.5 FOURIER DRAW 

Most of the program segments in the FOURIER DRAW are similar in logic to those of WAVE DRAW 

described above. It is listed in appendix O. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.0 SYSTEM EVALUATION 

The program was originally written as a single program consisting of several subprograms and 

subroutines. During test-running on a 80286 computerw~h 640 kb base memory and 1024 kb extended 

memory, memory exhaustion error messages often popped up. There were lots of arrays, both fixed and 

dynamic. As first corrective measure, data contained in arrays were transferred to files (the .tbl files). 

Subsequently, the error messages decreased in frequency. However, as the program grew in size, the 

memory exhaustion messages grew w~h ~. Evaluation of the system again showed that while a certain 

section ofthe program is running, other sections are more or less redundant, thereby tying up computer 

memory. This prompted the idea of breaking up the program into modules that are linked by the CHAIN 

command. The sections are separated by single stand-alone un~, though sharing some resources (tables, 

global subroutines, etc.) of the entire package. 

An add~ional creation of a module was necess~ated by the passion for a trademark for the pack

age. Part of the "tradename" is wr~en w~h "waves" while the rest are just normal characters. Since the 

name is wr~en once at the start of the program, there is no need to tie up the computer memory with the 

rather lengthy program segment. This, and the MENU, make up a module which remains in memory only 

long enough for the user to make a choice. Once a choice is made, the program invokes (using the CHAIN 

command) another program, which now replaces the former in memory. Since the MENU program will 

invariably be needed again (~is more or less the control program), each ofthe other programs contain 

commands that returns control to ~ when the user wishes to qu~ or use other parts of the package. 

5.0.1 Executable file 

It was impossible to obtain VISUAL BASIC, which is the compiler for QBASIC. Normally to run the 

"World of WAVES" QBASIC will first be loaded. The program file "Waves.drv" is the control program as 

discussed above. Once it is loaded, within QBASIC, the "World of WAVES " begins to run. This method 

has the disadvantage that the user will see the program listings, and may be tempted to alter command 

lines. Other laymen to programming may become totally confused. This is dangerous to the integrity of the 

package. 

To circumvent this problem, a DOS batch file named "wv.baf was created. Once "wv" is typed at 

the prompt,·Worid of WAVES" package starts. Qu~ing automatically returns the user to the c prompt 
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without seeing the listings. The batch file contain the following DOS command lines: 

echo off 

Qbasic Irun waves.drv 

The package appears to be a compiled stand-alone program. 

5.0.2 User-friendliness 

By repeated testing and debugging, likely "user-invoked errors" are avoided. They include:

(a) Wrong answer to input prompts 

(b) Pressing more than a designated number of keys during input routines 

(c) Unexpected division by zero, resulting from pressing "enter" instead of a number 

(d) Entering a number where a character is expected or vice-versa. 

5.0.3 Speed 

An interpreted program runs more slowly than compiled ones. During program design, evaluations 

that tend to take time and need to be repeated frequently were calculated at the beginning of the program 

and stored in arrays. Some were calculated during program development and stored in files. The data is 

retrieved when needed and stored in arrays. This tremendously enhanced the speed during run. 

5.1 EVALUATION OF OBJECTIVES 

Printed samples of parts ofthe program while running are shown in the appendix. 

5.1.1 Tutorial 

Though a comprehensive study on waves is an enormous task, for which this researcher ne~her 

has the time nor the resources to accomplish, the tutorial is able to introduce the basic concepts of waves to 

laymen and students of Physics and Mathematics while portraying the concept in a new light to other 

"learned" people. It will serve as a solid foundation on which further knowledge may be built. 

5.0.2 WAVE DRAW 

This section of the adds to the knowledge gained after going through the tutorial. It also serves as 

an instructional material for teaching a large class. The teacher, being familiar w~h ~s use, generates and 

displays the waves as appropriate while instructing the students on the basic concepts of waves. 

It also serves as a good environment for a do-~-yourself practice session. 

1.3 FOURIER DRAW 

This section is able to show that complex wave functions can be built up (or broken down) from 

simple sine and lor cosine waves added atthe right proportions of ampl~ude and frequency. The demon-
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stration can show Fourier wave-drawing analysis of Square, Sawtooth, and Triangular waves. However, if 

the user can work out the ampl~ude, freq uency and type of wave (sine or cosine) of each harmonic compo

nent, the computer will use these input parameters to build up the wave. 

5.2 LIMITATIONS 

1. All waves generated are assumed to have a period of one second. This is not always the case in 

practice. However, ~ makes the concept of frequency easier to understand by laymen. 

2. The waves are simulations only. They do not represent real-time waves obtainable from electronic wave 

generators (and displayed by oscilloscopes). The periods and frequencies are symbolic. 

3. The FOURIER- DRAW section is not versatile enough to take care of all types of complex waves pos 

sible. Only three types, namely, Square, Sawtooth, and Triangular can be automatically generated. Others 

require 1~le effort by the user in pre-calculating the appropriate ampl~udes, frequency ,(etc.) of each 

harmonic before the program will generate the wave. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Efforts should be made to acquire the OBASIC compiler VISUAL BASIC. This will make the package 

become a stand-alone (i.e. not requiring the OBASIC environment). 

2. Further development ofthe package, should be undertaken in future. The FOURIER-DRAW section 

should be made more user-friendly and capable of handling any desired complex wave function. 

3. Waves drawn cannot be printed directly from the package. In order to obtain the graphics diagrams 

shown in this wr~e-up, the package had to be run under Windows 95 environment, by explo~ing the cut

and-paste, b~map graphics capabil~ of the Windows environment. A means should be found saving, 

loading and printing of the graphics image in future. (Note:- Though the print-screen facil~ of DOS can 

be used for printing , ~ is not possible to print selected areas of the screen. It prints the whole screen all 

the time which is sometimes undesirable. 
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APPENDIX A 

PRINTED SAMPLES FROM PROGRAM WHILE RUNNING 

THE 

, 
, 

~ , , 
, 
, 

~ , 
, 

Y E LCOME TO 

Y 0 R L D o F Y A V E S 

SAMPI J~ I - General opening screen 
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I 
\ I \ 

.1 

\ .. 

SAMPLE 2 - Opening screen /ur the tutorial section. 



I 

- :tU -

CHfllTEft 1 

'. J " ,-, V 

lrl.i.ly the mist essentiil I.ject tl life is we knlw it is tile SUN. 
It eni.les us tl see iurin! the iiY is well is prluiiin! inuisi.le 
ultrivillet li!htJ which is essentiil fir lur skin tl minuficture ui
timin I.The sun pr.iuces li!ht (ini .ther riiiitilns) triuellin! it 
i speei .r three hunlrel thlusinl kil.metres per hlur tl !et tl us .n 
eirth. This is ichievei .y Wive mltiln. 

Slun; ini clnse~uently speech is iisl trinsferei frlm Ine plice tl 
inlther .y Wiue mltiln. Wireless clmmunicitiln Vii riiil, teleuisiln, 
ini ml.ile telephlnes, is ichieuei .y Wive prlpi!itiln. 

Hlwever, iespite this preplnierince If Wives irluni US J miny ire still 
intri!uei .y the Hiture If Wives. 'ne If the reiSlns rlr this, is thit 
Wive mltiln inullues itlms Ir mllecules which ire micrlsclpic (til smill 
t. .e seen). 

flnlther reiSln lies in the Hiture If the Wiue itself. fI Wive exist 
Inly when there is mltiln. flny ,Ilssiue methli If leirnin! it cilmlt 
,uff ice. 

I rRESS:- ~ -(preuilus pi!e) esc -(lIuit) iny Ither key -(next pi!e) 

, 
I 
I 

I 

I L-__ _ 

:)!\!,lFLi~ :3 - I'd'--l''': I u[ lite lulul i;:tI ~cdiun 
iT!,I' I I.!' .,'"> "!!I,I\':!! !II,'!I' .1,1' li,I" "'iijll~"tll.'!1!" •• 1 l!l~ <1'-:!!!"! 

,HIII,11 (()I()r'~ 111.11 ,1iilii'.lr (lllll..- ('()i111')lllcr lTionilor_ , , 

I he Ill.lin lexl i~,; aclu~lly in \.~'hiIC ovcr blacl\ bacl\ground. Thc 
S;]I11C ;lpplics 10 olller :;;1I11plc~; sllO\.vn.) 
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isplacement 

The most basic type of motion, is movement from one place 
o another in a particular direction. Press any key. 

A (------------------ X -------------------------) B 

The block lIas moved from A to B in a straight line. It has been 
isplaced from A to B by an aMount X metres. 

If the body had Moued froM A to B following an irregular path 1 (curued 
atll) , then it would haue moued by a distance Y metres instead. The 
asic difference between displacement and distance is the direction. 
isplacement is a uector quantity (it has magnitude and direction), 
hile distance is a scalar quantity (it lias magnitude only), 

RESS:- h -(previous page) esc -(quit) any other key -(next page) 

SAMPLE 4 - Page 2 of the tutorial section 



~toms 
1-----1-----
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Natural constraint to free motion or oscillation is exemplified in 
~he arrangement of the atoms. Atoms are the 'building blocks' of matter. 
They are so sma II that they cannot be seen I The specif ic position of an 
~tom in relation to the others is maintained because of interatomic forces 
~epending on the natural arrangement of atoms for a particular substance. 

r·-" (' C) C) ,~-.., () (j () 0 r) ( ) I.) (~) (Iv .... _. ._. .J 

(:1 
(-"~t t .. · ... () ,rl 1...-.... ' r-··\ (~) () () ( ) Vi II.. .... } ( .. ) I, 1 

~) ......... ........ ~) .... ~) 

(.) r'-' .... C-") r'-"', 
(:) 

r--... (~) r) (~, (-..) 
\.~) 11.) 11.) ......... .-~ "-.) \J .j .... J 

(~:I r--· r-~, '~) rl (.-...) () C) r--\ C) ( .... ) \ I ~-~ II. } () .. _.J ...... 1 
~. ~) 

~-.. (\ r) (-I () () () () 0 r) () .1 ~J ~) ~J 
(I () (-'\ (j (-..... (, () () 0 0 ' ) ''...-J I..j ~) 1.._.1 
i\, 

.-
r""' 0- r) (I () 0 0 (""" () \ ) (, ) (,-) -0_'" .. _". ._) ... _ .. ' .... _) 

r·-" 
(""I (') (.-.) ~-.. () (j () () () I:, . .) ( ') I. ' I. ' ' ....... ) . j ........ .j ' .... _".1 .~) 1.. .... 

(·':1 r--· (II ('"') (\ 
r .. (, (~) r""') (~ ( ) ( ) ) 

I ' 1 •• _.1 ' ........ 1 ( ..... .~) 1..'_0' .• _.l -'_0° 1 .. _.,) .~) ~) 

() .. -", () (-I () () (.-...) r--' ..... ~ () I \ ~) C) \ ' 
1 

''''-) "-) "_0- .... _ .. "-.) 
.'-, (--) ,...-,\ () r'\ 'j r--\ C) () () () ,.) ~J C) \J ........ 

rRESS:- b -(previous page) esc -(quit) any other key -(next page) 

SAMPLE 5 - Page 8 of the tutorial 
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WAVELENGTH 

of a wave is defined as the distance between two successive points 
in phase. 

Consider the diagram shown below. The white line is the wavelength, 
for each waue. It has been drawn from seueral points in phase with one 
another. Note that the line is shorter for the red waue . Which of the 
two waves has the greater frequency, red or green? 

Answer = ? I 
........ ,,, ...... \... .H.· .. ··· .... ,. 

/ .... l: __ . _ .. __ .. ....:.: ... ";.~' ._. _._. ___ ....... ". ___ ............ __ .. _ .... ~:.......... .. .... , ... \ .. 

".' "" .... . ... 
,,' '\ ,,I '\, 

" ", ", ., .. , ..... ,. 
'.. ,.' " ~ 

I, " 

"'''' , •• 1' .... " 
\ ,,' 

•••• •• 111. ................ • .. 

'\ ", 
"" .... 

I".. " .... , .... 
\ .... ".\ ...... ,''' ......... , .. . 

/(\\ ,/\ (\ i\ 
, 1 \ 1 \ I" .\ ... · .... ·1.. , 
\ I \ I \ I \ I 
"I \ I "I \ I 

\'01..--.... -.. _ .... \J V V 

SAMPLE 6 - Page 20 orthe tutorial 
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· .. , " ...... ',. '" ., ......... , .............. , ................ . 
, . 

I 

... . . 
.• .., ~,.,.:' : • Ii,,' •• ,'-';' • : /\' • ':,~' .• ;,;,;' •• {\ ••• ;-\ : 

· ............. ',' " .. '.' . " . '-.,' . ,t, ',- .. : ....... '.: ":.: 
· ... " .. : . " ... ' ... : . ; ... ; . " .. : .:. '. '. " 

· .:' .:. : .:: ':. :: ... ~':.' : ..... : .... \ ... / .. ,-':. -, . .t ... :'1: ... :.~ '" "': .: .. /. : ,:.; .. :. ;.: .:. :.;. : .:: .:. :~ 
• • •• ..", •• :.: •• ,,: • ; ••• : • '0 •• : • : ••• 

. . · ................................... . · . . . . ............... '" ..... , ..... , ............... - ....... , ...... , ... " ..... '" .......... . 
, , . , · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . · . . . . · ................................... . .. " 

~. h •. ~.~:~·: I 
> /\ ... :./\. 'j: ,<:V: .:. '::'\' .:./.: .. :,: ,:, .:,: .:. ,:. 
:V: : :V: : :\: : : : ' : : :V : : . : : : . : 
· . . . . . . .. ........ ........ . ....... . 
· ...... " ........ ........ . ....... . · . . 
• ••• ,., ...... ,. ,., ........... , .................... " ...... '0 •••••• , , ................ . 

M- ;" ,~,,.., - I .; • i .:0 ~';.I ':;J i, i \' 'I":' .y 

SAMPLE7 ~ MAIN OPERATING ENVIRONMENT Of WAVE--DRAW SECTION 

.q 
l)l, , •. 'F, 

i?:,' 
"'j<" 

;~~ I- .:.:, ~ r'; ~ 
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r'UUHltH HnHLY~l~ 

Press dny key to continue. JescJ to quit. 

Last addition 

Hew addition 

. Harmonic 2 !\ (\ (\ (\ 
I \ I \ I \ I \ -5.851236 , "., \' ,,' ( \ . , ( , . , , , , ,\. , , , , , ' ( . , " "\"'" ( 

\ I \ I \ I \ I SI'li\ 4 x \ I \ I \ J \ I ;1 

V V V V 

SAMPLE 8 - Second stage of building up a sawtooth waveform from simple sine waves, 
(Fourier-draw section). 
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APPENDIX B 
CONTROL MODULE PROGRAM LIST 

REM r CONTROL MODULE FOR PROGRAMS PACKAGE 'WORLD OF WAVES' *1 
REM r FILENAME IS 'WAVES.DRV" *1 
COMMON SHARED chain$ 
SCREEN 12 .*********** configure for graphics image ************+ 

IF chain$ = "on" THEN GOTO menu 
yoff1 = 150: ampl1 = 12: coll% = 4: co12% = 2: co13% = 3 
pi = 2217 
'write W ************************** 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampl1 * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
y = u + yoff1 
k = (32/360) * i% + ampl1 
PSET (k. y). coll% 
yoff1 = yoff1 + 200 1 360 
NEXT i% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
Y = u + yoffl 
k = (32/360)' i% + ampll + 32 
PSET (k, y), coil % 
yoff1 = yoff1 - 100 1360 
NEXTi% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
y = u + yoff1 
k = (32/360) * i% + ampl1 + 64 
PSET (k, y), col1% 
yoff1 = yoffl + 100 1 360 
NEXTi% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
y = u + yoffl 
k = (32/360) * i% + ampll + 96 
PSET (k, y), coll% 
yoffl = yoffl - 200 1 360 
NEXTi% 
'write A **************************** 

yoffl = 350 
FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll • SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
Y = u + yoff1 
k = (641360) * i% + ampll + 120 
PSET (k, y), col2% 
yoff1 = yoffl - 100 1 360 
NEXTi% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll * SIN(6 * (i% • (pi 1180))) 
Y = u + yoffl 
k = (64/360) * i% + ampll + 182 
PSET (k, y), col2% 
yoffl = yoffl + 1061 360 
NEXTi% 

yoff1 = 300 
FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampl1 * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
Y = u + yoff1 
k = (58/360) * i% + ampll + 156 
PSET (k, y), col2% 



NEXT i% 

write V**************..J' 

yoffl = 250 
FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1 180))) 
y = u + yoffl 
k = (64 1 360) * i% + ampll + 240 
PSET (k, y), col3% 
yoffl = yoffl + 100 1 360 
NEXT i% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
Y = u + yoffl 
k = (64/360) * i% + ampll + 304 
PSET (k, y), col3% 
yoffl = yoffl - 100 1 360 
NEXTi% 
'write E********************** 

ampll = 8 
FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
Y = u + yoffl 
k = ampll * SIN(3 * (i% * (pi 1180))) + 394 
PSET (k, y), 5 
yoffl = yoffl + 100 1 360 

NEXT i% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
y = u + yoffl 
k = ((120 - amp11/2) 1360) * i% + ampll + 384 
PSET (k, y), 5 

NEXTi% 

yoffl = 300 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1 180))) 
Y = u + yoffl 
k = ((120 - amp11/2) 1360) * i% + ampll + 384 
PSET (k, y), 5 

NEXTi% 

yoffl = 250 
FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampl1 * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1 180))) 
Y = u + yoff1 
k = ((120 - amp11/2) 1360) * i% + ampl1 + 384 
PSET (k, y), 5 
NEXTi% 

write S ******************** 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampl1 * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1180))) 
Y = u + yoff1 
k = (128/360) * i% + ampl1 + 512 
PSET (k, y), 6 
NEXT i% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampl1 * SIN(6 * (i% * (pi 1 180))) 
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y = u + yoffl 
k = ampll • SIN(3 • (i% • (pi 1180))) + 522 
PSET (k, V), 6 
yoffl = yoffl + 50 1 360 
NEXTi% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll • SIN(6' (i% • (pi 1180))) 
y = u + yoffl 
k = (128/360)' i% + ampll + 512 
PSET (k, V), 6 
NEXTi% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll • SIN(6 • (i% • (pi 1180))) 
y = u + yoffl 
k = ampll • SIN(3' (i% • (pi 1180))) + 640 - ampll 
PSET (k, V), 6 
yoffl = yoffl + 50 1 360 
NEXTi% 

FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
u = ampll • SIN(6 • (i% • (pi 1180))) 
Y = u + yoffl 
k = (128/360) • i% + ampll + 512 
PSET (k, V), 6 
NEXTi% 

COLOR 15 
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LOCATE 3, 22: PRINT W E L COM E TO" 
LOCATE5,8:PRINT"T HEW 0 R L 0 0 F W"; 

PRINT" A V E S 
SLEEP 3 
menu: 

DO 
CLS 
COLOR 14: 
LOCATE 4, 36: PRINT "M E N U" 
LOCATE 5, 36: PRINT "=======" 
LOCATE 8, 4: 
PRINT "Select a number corresponding to the part of this program you want to use." 
LOCATE 10, 10: COLOR 12: PRINT "1. "; : COLOR 14: PRINT "TUTORIAL" 
LOCATE 12, 10: COLOR 12: PRINT "2. "; : COLOR 14: PRINT WAVE DRAW" 
LOCATE 14, 10: COLOR 12: PRINT "3. "; : COLOR 14: PRINT "FOURIER DRAW" 
LOCATE 16, 10: COLOR 12: PRINT "4. "; : COLOR 14: PRINT "QUIT THIS PROGRAM" 
LOCATE 20, 10: PRINT "Enter choice (number) = "; 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
choice$ = INPUT$(l) 
c% = VAL(choice$) 
ch% = ASC(LCASE$(choice$)) 
PRINT choice$ 

IF choice$ = CHR$(27) OR choice$ = "4" OR LCASE$(choice$) = "q" THEN 
SYSTEM 
ELSEIF c% = 1 OR ch% = ASC("t") THEN 

chain$ = "on" 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
LOCATE 27: COLOR 7: PRINT "Please wait...." 
CHAIN "wvtutor.drv" 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 

ELSEIF c% = 2 OR ch% = ASC("W") THEN 
dror% = 3: xoff% = 140: xlen% = 360: yoffl% = 150: yofl2% = 350 



chain$ = ·on" 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
LOCATE 27: COLOR 7: PRINT "Please waiL." 
CHAIN "wavedro.bas" 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 

ELSEIF c% = 3 OR ch% = ASC("f') THEN 
chain$ = "on" 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
LOCATE 27: COLOR 7: PRINT ·Please waiL." 
CHAIN "wvfuria.drv" 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 

ELSE 
CLS: BEEP 
COLOR 15 
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LOCATE 12,20: PRINT "Please, choose one of the options." 
FOR i = 1 TO 8000: NEXT i 

END IF 
LOOP 

SYSTEM 
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APPENDIX C 

PROGRAM LIST FOR TUTORIAL SECTION 

REM r PROGRAM FOR TUTORIAL SECTION OF WORLD OF WAVES */ 
REM r FILENAME IS 'WVTUTOR.DRV" */ 
DECLARE SUB loaderl 0 
DECLARE SUB Imotion 0 
DECLARE SUB emotion 0 
DECLARE SUB pendulum 0 
DECLARE SUB vmotion () 
DECLARE SUB drol () 
DECLARE SUB dro2 0 
DECLARE SUB dro3 () 
DECLARE SUB loader2 () 
DECLARE SUB Xaxis2 0 
DECLARE SUB Xaxis3 0 
DECLARE SUB Xaxisl 0 

COMMON SHARED chain$ 
COMMON SHARED ampll, ampl2, coll%, freql%, xlen%, phasel%, eraze%, freq2% 
COMMON SHARED wtypel%, yoffl%, xoff%, amp%, yoff2% 
COMMON SHARED prcts$, yoff3%, damp%, condition$, vtype% 

DIM pixl%(25000) 

DIM ydummyl(721), ydummy2(721), yl(721), y2(721), y(721) 
DIM resol(l), reso2(1), reso3(1), periodl(l), period2(1) 
SCREEN 12 
wtypel% = 1: wtype2% = 1: CALL loader1: CALL loader2 
ampll% = 30: ampl2% = 30: xoff% = 0: xlen% = 360: coll% = 4: col2% = 2 
col3% = 3 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
title: 
OPEN "wvtutor.txf FOR INPUT AS #1 

CLS 
COLOR 4: LOCATE 6 

FOR i% = 1 TO 5 

NEXTi% 

LINE INPUT # 1, text$ 
PRINT text$ 

COLOR 3: LOCATE 15: 
FOR i% = 1 TO 7 

NEXTi% 
SLEEP 3 
page 1: 

LINE INPUT #1, text$ 
PRINT text$ 

page$ = ·pagel" 
GOSUB locatepage 
CLS 
COLOR 5: LOCATE 3, 33: GOSUB inputtext 
LOCATE 4,33: GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 3: LOCATE 6: GOSUB inputtext 

COLOR 7 
LOCATE 8: GOSUB inputtext 

GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN 
CLOSE #1: GOTO title 

END IF 

page2: 
page$ = "page2" 
GOSUB locatepage 



CLS 
COLOR 3: GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 7 
GOSUB inputtext 

LOCATE 14: GOSUB inputtext 
CALL Imotion 
VIEW PRINT 19 TO 28 
LOCATE 19: GOSUB inputtext 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page1 

page3: 
page$ = "page3" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
COLOR 3 
VIEW PRINT 
GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 7: GOSUB inputtext 

CALL emotion 
LOCATE 28: GOSUB inputtext 

PRINT 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page2 

page4: 
page$ = "page4" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
COLOR 3: GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 7: GOSUB inputtext 
damp% = 0: CALL pendulum 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 13 
SLEEP 2 
GOSUB inputtext 

GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page3 

page5: 
page$ = "page5" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS : VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
GOSUB inputtext 
damp% = 1: CALL pendulum 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page4 

page6: 
page$ = "page6" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS: LOCATE 12: GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page5 

page7: 
page$ = ·page 7" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
COLOR 3: GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 7: GOSUB inputtext 
nmol% = 10: vib% = 0 
FOR yoff3% = 200 TO 400 STEP 20 
CALL vmotion 
NEXT yoff3% 

GOSUB continuity 
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IF preview% THEN GOTO page6 
pageS: 
page$ = "pageS" 
GOSUB Iocatepage 

CLS : GOSUB inputtext 
vib% = 1: nmol% = 1: yoff3% = 300 
CALL vmotion 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page7 

page9: 
page$ = "page9" 
GOSUB locate page 

CLS : LOCATE 3: GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO pageS 

pagel0: 
page$ = "pagel0" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS : LOCATE 3: GOSUB inputtext 
nmol% = 10: vib% = 1 
yoff3% = 350 

CALL vmotion 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page9 

pagel1: 
page$ = "pagell" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS : LOCATE 3: GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO pagel0 

page12: 
page$ = "page12" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS : LOCATE 12: GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB continuity 

IF preview% THEN GOTO pagel1 
page13: 
page$ = "page13" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS : LOCATE: GOSUB inputtext 
PRINT: GOSUB inputtext 
vib% = 1: nmol% = 1: yoff3% = 300 
CALL vmotion 
GOSUB continuity 

IF preview% THEN GOTO page12 
page14: 
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page$ = 'page14" CHAPTER 2 * .. ******** 

GOSUB locatepage 
CLS 
COLOR 5: LOCATE 3, 33: GOSUB inputtext 
LOCATE 4, 33: GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 7: LOCATE 4, 33: GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB inputtext 

GOSUB inputtext 
xoff% = 20: yoffl% = 350: freql% = 1: eraze% = 0: 
phase 1 % = 0: ampll = 40: xlen% = 360 

CALL drol 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page13 

page15: 
page$="page15" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 



GOSUB inputtext 
xoff% = 20: yoff1% = 350: freq1% = 1: eraze% = 0: 
phase1% = 0: ampl1 = 10: xlen% = 360 

CALL dro1 
LOCATE 8: GOSUB inputtext 
WHILE ampl1 < 40 
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DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 

WEND 

IF LCASE$(a$) = "a" THEN 
ampl1 = ampl1 + 10: CALL dro1 
ELSE 
BEEP 
END IF 

GET (20, 310)-(380, 390), pix1% 
SLEEP 2 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page14 

page16: 
page$ = "page16" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
PUT (150, 310), pix1%, OR 
LOCATE 3: GOSUB inputtext 
LOCATE 10: COLOR coI1%: GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 7: GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page15 

page17: 
page$ = "page17" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
pi=22/7 
xlen% = 270: xoff% = 0: freq1% = 1: yoff1% = 250: ampl1 = 30 
CALL dro1 
GOSUB inputtext 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
xoff% = 270 
CALL dro1 
LOCATE 20: GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page15 

page18: 
page$ = "page18" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS : GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page17 

page19: 
page$ = "page19" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
GOSUB inputtext 

xoff% = 0: yoff1% = 150: freq1% = 1: eraze% = 0: 
phase1% = 0: ampl1 = 30: xlen% = 540 

CALL dro1 
GET (0, 120)-(540, 180), pix1% 
LOCATE 16: GOSUB inputtext 

COLOR coI1%: GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 7: GOSUB inputtext 

GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page18 

page20: 
page$ = "page20" 
GOSUB locatepage 



CLS 
PUT (0, 120), pix1%, XOR 

xoff% = 0: yoff1% = 150: freq1% = 1: eraze% = 0: 
phase1% = 0: ampl1 = 30: xlen% = 540 
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yoff2% = 150: ampl2 = 20: freq2% = 2: phase2% = 0 
CALL dro2 
GET (0, 120)-(540, 180), pix1% 
SLEEP 2 
GOSUB inputtext 
DO 
i$ = INPUT$(l) 
LOCATE 5, 54: PRINT i$: SLEEP 2 
IF i$ = "2" THEN 
EXIT DO 
ELSEIF i$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
EXIT DO 
ELSE 
BEEP 
LOCATE 6: PRINT 'Wrong. Try again." 
END IF 
LOOP 

LOCATE 16: GOSUB inputlext 
PRINT 
COLOR 10: GOSUB inputlext 
COLOR 7: GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page19 

page21: 
page$ = "page21" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
COLOR 10: GOSUB inputtext 
yoff1% = 250: freq1% = 2: ampl1 = -30: xlen% = 540: xoff% = 0 
CALL dro1 
yoff2% = 350: freq2% = 4: ampl2 = 30 
CALL dro2 
GET (0,220)-(540,380), pix1% 
LINE (34, 229)-(304, 229), 7 
LINE (17, 371)-(152, 371), 7 
COLOR 7 
PRINT: GOSUB inputlext 
DO 
LOCATE 13,54: 
INPUT "Answer = "; n$ 
SLEEP 2 
IF UCASE$(n$) = "GREEN" THEN 
EXIT DO 
ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
EXIT DO 
ELSE 
BEEP 
LOCATE 10: PRINT 'Wrong, try again." 
END IF 
LOOP 

SLEEP 2 
CLS 
GOSUB inputtext 
PUT (0,200), pix1%, XOR 
LINE (67, 200)-(337,200),7 
LINE (34, 360)-(165,360),7 

GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page19 

page22: 
page$ = "page22" 



GOSUB locatepage 
CLS 
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yoff2% = 350: freq1% = 2: yoff1% = 150: xoff% = 0: xlen% = 540: ampl1 = -30 
CALL dro1 

freq2% = 4: CALL dro2 
GOSUB inputtext 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = .": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
yoff3% = 250: 
CALL dro3 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page21 

page23: 
page$ = "page23" 
CLS 
LOCATE 4: GOSUB inputtext 

GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page22 

page24: 
page$ = "page24" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
GOSUB inputtext 

ampl1 = 30: yoff1% = 150: yoff2% = 350: freq1% = 1: freq2% = 1: 
ampl2 = -30: yoff3% = 250 

CALL dro1 
CALL dro2 
GOSUB inputtext 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
CALL dro3 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page23 

page25: 
page$ = "page25" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
GOSUB inputtext 
LOCATE 11: COLOR coI1%: GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 7 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page24 

page26: 
page$ = "page26" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
GOSUB inputtext 
ampl2 = -30: yoff1% = 150: yoff2% = 350: yoff3% = 250: ampl1 = -30 
freq1% = 1: freq2% = 1 
IF wtype2% = 2 THEN wtype2% = 1: CALL loader2 

CALL dro 1: CALL dro2: CALL dro3 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page25 

page27: 
page$ = "page27" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
LOCATE 3: : GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 9: LOCATE 11: GOSUB inputtext 
GOSUB continuity 
IF preview% THEN GOTO page26 

page28: 
page$ = "page28" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
LOCATE 3: GOSUB inputtext 
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wtype2% = 2: yoff2% = 250: yoff1% = 250: xoff% = 0: 
ampl1 = -30: ampl2 = -30 
CALL loader2 
CALL dro1 
CALL dro2 
GOSUB continuity 

IF preview% THEN GOTO page27 
page29: 
page$ = "page29" 
GOSUB locatepage 

CLS 
GOSUB inputtext 
LOCATE 10: GOSUB inputtext 
LOCATE 18,24: COLOR 10: GOSUB inputtext 
COLOR 7 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 

IF LCASE$(a$) = "b" THEN 
GOTOpage28 

ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
CLOSE #1: 

IF chain$ <> "on" THEN 
SYSTEM 

ELSE 

END IF 
ELSE 

END IF 

VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
PRINT "Retuming to main module ... " 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
CHAIN "Waves.drv" 

prc1s$ = "yes" 
chain$ = "on" 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
PRINT" Please wait.." 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
CHAIN "Wavedro.bas" 

IF chain$ <> "on" THEN SYSTEM 

inputtext 
DO 

sub routines ********u***,** 

IF EOF(1) THEN 
CLOSE #1 
OPEN "tutor.txf FOR INPUT AS #1 

END IF 
text$ = "" 
LINE INPUT#1, text$ 
IF LEFT$(text$, 4) <> "page" THEN 
PRINT text$ 
END IF 

LOOP UNTIL text$ = "" 
RETURN 

locatepage: 
kount% = 0 
DO 

IF EOF(1) THEN 
kount% = kount% + 1 
CLOSE #1 
OPEN "Wvtutor.txf FOR INPUT AS #1 
IF kount% = 3 THEN RETURN 

END IF 
text$ = "" 
LINE INPUT#1, text$ 

LOOP UNTIL text$ = page$ 
RETURN 
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continuity: 
REM ........ next screen display prompt ••••••••••• 

COLOR 1 
VIEW PRINT 29 TO 30 

PRINT "PRESS:- b -(previous page) esc -(quit) any other key -(next page)" 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
COLOR 7 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
preview% = 0 
IF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN 

CLOSE #1 
IF chain$ <> "on" THEN 

SYSTEM 
ELSE 

END IF 

VIEW PRINT 29 TO 30 
PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT "RebJming to main module ... " 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
CHAIN "waves.drv" 

ELSE IF a$ = "b" OR a$ = "B" THEN 
preview% = 1 
END IF 
RETURN 

SUB emotion 
'CIRCULAR MOTION 
DIM x(361), yl(361) 
DIM pix1%(2000) 

CIRCLE (420, 250), 5, 7 
GET (415,245)-(425,255), pix1% 
r = 140 'r = radius of circle (path) 

CIRCLE (280, 250), 140,4 
pi = 22/7 
FOR i% = 0 TO 360 
x(i%) = 275 + (r • COS(i% • (pi 1180))) 
yl(i%) = 245 + (r • SIN(i% • (pi 1180))) 
NEXTi% 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 

kount% = 0 
DO 
FOR i% = 1 TO 361 

PUT (x(i%), yl(i%)), pix1%, XOR 
IF i% <> 361 THEN 

END IF 
NEXT i% 

PUT (x(i% - 1), yl(i% - 1)), pix1%, XOR 

kount% = kount% + 1 
LOOP UNTIL kount% = 3 

END SUB 

SUB dro1 'For drawing wave 1 
SHARED ampl1, coI1%, freq1%, xlen%, phase1%, eraze% 
SHARED wtype1%, xoff%, damp1%, yoff1%, ydummy1(), y1() 
SHARED stepp1, Iimit1%, dror%, yoff3%, reso1(), period1() 

IF phase1% < 0 THEN 
faze% = 720 - ABS(2' phase1%) 

ELSE 
faze% = 2 • phase1% 

END IF 
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k% = 0 
i% = faze% 

store values to memory .Necessary for eraser to work:""" 
DO 

z = ydummy1(i%) , ampl1 
y1(k%) = z + yoff1% 

k% = k% + 1 
i% =i% + 1 
IF i% > 720 THEN i% = 1 'Because of phase considerations 

LOOP UNTIL k% = 721 
'**"'" To set resolution of screen. Necessary for optimum speed:" 

q = (ampl1 ' SIN(70)) / (70 ' freq1%) 
IF q < .2 THEN q = .2 
reso1(1) = 1/ q 

nwaves% = freq 1 % 
period1(1) = xlen% / freq1% 
xdummy = period1(1) /720 

CALL xaxis1 ," Draw equilibrium line 
FOR p% = 1 TO nwaves% 

nextcycle = (p% - 1)' period1(1) 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 STEP reso1(1) 

x 1 = i% ' xdummy + nextcycle + xoff% 
IF y1(i%) > 80 AND y1(i%) < 400 THEN '[set graph print-area of screen] 

PSET (xl, yl(i%)), coll% 
END IF 

NEXTi% 
NEXT p% 

END SUB 

SUB dr02 
SHARED ampl2, offset2%, coI2%, freq2%, xlen%, phase2%, eraze% 
SHARED res02, wtype2%, ydummy20, y20, yoff2%, xoff%, yoff3% 
SHARED stepp2, Iimit2%, dror%, reso20, period20 

IF phase2% < 0 THEN 
faze% = 720 - ABS(2 ' phase2%) 

ELSE 
faze% = 2 ' phase2% 

END IF 

q = (ampl2 ' SIN(70)) / (70 ' freq2%) 
IF q < .2 THEN q = .2 
reso2(1) = 1/ q 

k% = 0 
i% = faze% 
DO 

z = ydummy2(i%) , ampl2 
y2(k%) = z + yoff2% 

k% = k% + 1 
i% = i% + 1 

IF i% > 720 THEN i% = 1 
LOOP UNTIL k% = 721 

rate = 0 
nwaves% = freq2% 
period2(1) = xlen% / freq2% 
xdummy = period2(1) /720 

CALL xaxis2 
FOR p% = 1 TO nwaves% 

nextcycle = (p% -1)' period2(1) 

FOR i% = 0 TO 720 STEP reso2(1) 
x2 = i% ' xdummy + nextcycle + xoff% 



IF y2(i%) > 80 AND y2(i%) < 400 THEN 
PSET (x2, y2(i%)), col2% 

END IF 
NEXTi% 

NEXT p% 
END SUB 

SUB dro3 'To add wave 1 and wave 2 
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SHARED ydummy10, ydummy20, yO, yoff3%, xoff"lo, eraze%, reso30 
SHARED ampl1, ampl2, coI3%, xlen%, reso%, reso2, freq1%, freq2%, y10, y20 

m = 0: n = 0 
xdummy = xlen% I 720 
CALL xaxis3 
reso3(1) = 1 
FOR i = 0 TO 720 STEP reso3(1) 

x = xdummy * i + xoff% 
j = m * freq1% 

IF j > 720 THEN m = 1: j = 0 
h = n * freq2% 
IF h > 720 THEN n = 1: h = 0 

y(i) = y1(j) + y2(h) 
y = y(i) - yoff3% 

IF Y > 80 AND Y < 400 THEN 
PSET (x, y), col3% 

END IF 
m = m + reso3(1): n = n + reso3(1) 
NEXT i 

END SUB 

SUB Imotion 
DIM pix1%(20000) 
'linear motion 
LINE (30, 120)-(130, 192),4, B 
GET (30,120)-(130,192), pix1% 
LINE (20, 194)-(600, 194),5 
DO WHILE INKEY$ = "": LOOP 

stePP% = 2 
FOR i% = 1 TO 420 'STEP stePP% 
LINE (28 + i%, 119)-(131 + i%, 193),0, B 
PUT (30 + i%, 120), pix1%, PSET 

'IF i% <> 0 THEN 
'PUT (30 + i% - stepp%, 120), pix1%, XOR 
'END IF 

NEXTi% 
END SUB 

SUB loader1 'Retrieve values from relevant 
SHARED wtype1%, ydummy10 'tables (on file) and store in memory 

VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 27, 70: PRINT "Loading .. : 
COLOR 7 
SELECT CASE wtype 1 % 

CASE 1 
OPEN "sine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #2 

CASE 2 
OPEN "cosine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #2 

CASE 3 
OPEN "sawtooth.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #2 

CASE 4 
OPEN "square.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #2 

CASE 5 
OPEN "triangle.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #2 

END SELECT 



FOR i% = 0 TO 720 
INPUT #2, ydummyl(i%) 

NEXTi% 
CLOSE #2 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
END SUB 

SUB loader2 'see loader one for relevant comments 
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SHARED wtypel%, ydummyl0, dror%, ydummy20, wtype2% 

VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 27, 70: PRINT "Loading ... " 
COLOR 7 

SELECT CASE wtype2% 
CASE 1 

OPEN "sine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #3 
CASE 2 

OPEN "cosine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #3 
CASE 3 

OPEN "sawtooth.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #3 
CASE 4 

OPEN "square.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #3 
CASE 5 

OPEN "triangle.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #3 
END SELECT 

FOR i% = 0 TO 720 
INPUT #3, ydummy2(i%) 

NEXT i% 
CLOSE #3 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
END SUB 

SUB pendulum 
DIM pixl%(20000) 
DIM x(120), xl(120), ql(120), yl(120) 
DIM e(121), el(121), e2(121), e3(121) 
SCREEN 12 
r= 160: pi=22/7: rl =r 

i% = 120 
FOR i% = 120 TO 60 STEP -1 

x(i%) = 273 + (rl • COS(i% • (pi 1180))) 
yl(i%) = 250 + r' SIN(i% • (pi 1180)) 
xl(i%) = (r' COS(i% • (pi 1180))) 
ql(i%) = r' SIN(i% • (pi 1180)) 

e(i%) = (r' COS((i% + 1) • (pi 1180))) 
el(i%) = r' SIN((i% + 1) • (pi 1180)) 
e2(i%) = (r' COS((i% - 1)' (pi 1180))) 
e3(i%) = r' SIN((i% - 1) • (pi 1 180)) 

NEXTi% 

CIRCLE (280,421), 10,4 'DRAW PENDULUM BOB 
PAINT (280,421),4 
GET (270, 411)-(290, 431), pixl% 'STORE IMAGE OF BOB 

LINE (260, 250)-(300, 250), 1 'horizontal support 
LINE (280, 251)-(280,411),7 
LINE (281, 251)-(281, 411), 7 'DRAW PENDULUM 
LINE (282, 251)-(282, 411), 7 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(l) 
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LINE (280, 251)-(283 + x1(120), 251 + q1(120)), 7 
LINE (281, 251)-(284 + x1(120), 251 + q1(120)), 7 'DRAW PENDULUM 
LINE (282,251)-(285 + x1(120), 251 + q1(120)), 7 'AT NEW LOCATION 
PUT (270 + x1(120), 251 + q1(120)), pix1%, PSET 

LINE (280,251)-(280,411),0 ' 
LINE (281, 251)-(281, 411), 0 ERASE AT FORMER LOCATION 
LINE (282,251)-(282,411),0 
PAINT (280, 421), 0 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = -: LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(l) 

j% = 120: k% = 60: kount% = 0: n% = -1: m% = 1: d% = 0: prerub% = 0 
DO 
FOR i% = j% TO k% STEP n% 

IF prerub% THEN 
LINE (280,251)-(280 + e(i% + 3), 251 + e1(i% + 3)),0 
LINE (281,251)-(281 + e(i% + 3), 251 + e1(i% + 3)), 0 'ERASE FORMER 
LINE (282, 251)-(282 + e(i% + 3),251 + e1(i% + 3)),0' POSITION 
PUT (x(i% + 4), yl(i% + 4)), pix1%, PSET 
prerub% = 0 

END IF 

LINE (280,251)-(280 + x1(i%), 251 + q1(i%)), 7 
LINE (281, 251)-(281 + x1(i%), 251 + q1(i%)), 7 'MOVE PENDULUM 
LINE (282, 251)-(282 + x1(i%), 251 + q1(i%)), 7 'TO THE RIGHT 
PUT (x(i%), yl(i%)), pix1%, PSET 

LINE (280, 251)-(280 + e(i%), 251 + e1(i%)), 0 
LINE (281,251)-(281 + e(i%), 251 + e1(i%)), 0 'ERASE FORMER POSITION 
LINE (282, 251)-(282 + e(i%), 251 + e1(i%)), 0 
NEXTi% 

FOR i% = k% TO j% STEP m% 
LINE (280, 251)-(280 + x1(i%), 251 + q1(i%)), 7 
LINE (281, 251)-(281 + x1(i%), 251 + q1(i%)), 7 'MOVE PENDULUM TO THE LEFT 
LINE (282, 251)-(282 + x1(i%), 251 + q1(i%)), 7 
PUT (x(i%), yl(i%)), pix1%, PSET 

LINE (280, 251)-(280 + e2(i%), 251 + e3(i%)), 0 
LINE (281, 251)-(281 + e2(i%), 251 + e3(i%)), 0 'ERASE 
LINE (282, 251)-(282 + e2(i%), 251 + e3(i%)), 0 
NEXTi% 
kount% = kount% + 1 
LOCATE 24, 65: PRINT "count ="; kount% 
IF damp% THEN 
j% = j% -4: k% = k% +4: prerub% = 1 
END IF 

LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ = CHR$(27) OR kount% = 10 
END SUB 

SUB vmotion 
SHARED xlen%, nmol%, xoff%, yoff3%, coI3%, vib% 
co13% = 3: xlen% = 360: xoff% = 140 
DIM pix2%(25000) 
DIM x(nmol% + 1), ch%(nmol% + 1), vstop%(nmol%), Xno~nmol%) 

SCREEN 12 

rad = xlen% I (4 • nmol%) 
IF rad > 25 THEN rad = 25 
CIRCLE (xoff%, yoff3%), rad, col3% 

xup = xoff% - rad: yup = yoff3% - rad 
xdan = xoff% + rad: ydan = yoff3% + rad 



GET (xup, yup)-(xdan, ydan), pix2% 
Xno~ 1) = xoff% - rad 
y = yup 

FOR i% = 2 TO nmol% 
Xno~i%) = (xlen% I nmol%)' (i% - 1) + xoff% - rad 
PUT (Xno~i%), y), pix2% 

NEXT i% 

IF vib% THEN 
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DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
apltd = 3 • rad: rate% = 2 
ch%(1) = rate%: 
x(1) = Xno~1) 
FOR i% = 2 TO nmol% 
ch%(i%) = 0: x(i%) = Xnot(i%) 
vstop%(i%) = 0 
NEXT i% 
kount% = 0 
DO 

ch%(1) = rate%: x(1) = Xno~1): x(nmol%) = Xno~nmol%) 
DO WHILE NOT x(nmol%) < Xnot(nmol%) 

FOR i% = 1 TO nmol% 
x(i%) = ch%(i%) + x(i%) 
diff% = x(i%) - Xnot(i%) 

IF ch%(i%) <> 0 THEN 
IF x(i%) = x(i% + 1) - 2' rad THEN 

ch%(i%) = -rate% 
ch%(i% + 1) = rate% 
PUT (x(i%), y), pix2%, PSET 

ELSEIF x(i%) < XrlQt(i%) THEN ch%(i%) = 0 
ELSEIF diff% > apltd THEN 

ELSE 

END IF 
END IF 
NEXTi% 
LOOP 

ch%(i%) = -rate% 
PUT (x(i%), y), pix2%, PSET 

PUT (x(i%), y), pix2% 
IF ch%(i%) = rate% THEN 

PUT (x(i%) - rate%, y), pix2% 
ELSE 

PUT (x(i%) + rate%, y), pix2% 
END IF 

kount% = kount% + 1 
LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <> "" OR kount% = 6 
END IF 
END SUB 

SUB Xaxis1 'To draw equilibrium line for wave 1 
SHARED yoff1%, xlen%, xoff% 

FOR i% = 0 TO xlen% STEP 6 
PSET (i% + xoff%, yoff1%), 1 

NEXTi% 
END SUB 

SUB Xaxis2 'To draw equilibrium line for wave 2 
SHARED yoff2%, xlen%, xoff% 
FOR i% = 0 TO xlen% STEP 6 
PSET (i% + xoff%, yoff2%), 1 
NEXT i% 
END SUB 

SUB Xaxis3 'To draw equilibrium line for wave 3 



SHARED xlen%, yofl3%, xoff% 
FOR i% = 0 TO xlen% STEP 6 
PSET (i% + xoff%, yofl3%), 1 
NEXT i% 
END SUB 
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APPENDIX D 

PROGRAM LIST FOR WAVE-DRAW SECTION 

REM r PROGRAM FOR WAVE-DRAW SECTION OF THE WORLD OF WAVES ./ 
REM r PROGRAM FILE NAME IS "WAVEDRO.BAS· ./ 
DECLARE SUB ruboff 0 
DECLARE SUB merge 0 
DECLARE SUB amplitude 0 
DECLARE SUB frequency 0 
DECLARE SUB phase 0 
DECLARE SUB loader1 () 
DECLARE SUB loader2 0 
DECLARE SUB wavetype 0 
DECLARE SUB graphpage 0 
DECLARE SUB library 0 
DECLARE SUB clip 0 
DECLARE SUB decay 0 
DECLARE SUB Ikeydisplay 0 
DECLARE SUB eraser1 0 
DECLARE SUB eraser2 () 
DECLARE SUB eraser3 0 
DECLARE SUB klean 0 
DECLARE SUB formula 0 
DECLARE SUB xaxis1 0 
DECLARE SUB xaxis2 0 
DECLARE SUB xaxis3 0 
DECLARE SUB dr01 0 
DECLARE SUB dro2 0 
DECLARE SUB dr03 0 

COMMON SHARED chain$ 

DIM SHARED period1(1), period2(1) 
DIM SHARED ydummy1(721), ydummy2(721), reso1(1), reso2(1), reso3(1) 
DIM SHARED y1(721), y2(721), y(721) 

SCREEN 12 , ........... configure for graphics image ............ . 
'....... Initialize variables ............ .. 

freq1% = 9: freq2% = 9: yoff1% = 150: yoff2% = 350: wtype1% = 1: ampl1 = 10 
ampl2 = 20: dror% = 3: co11% = 4: col2% = 2: wtype2% = 1 
col3% = 3: a = 1.5: yoft3% = 250: eraze% = 0: nmol% = 3 
xlen% = 360: phase1% = 0: phase2% = 0: xofl% = 140 
stat% = xoff% - 5: stp% = xoff% + xlen% + 5 
dror% = 3: xoff% = 140: xlen% = 360: yoff1% = 150: yoff2% = 350 

CALL loader1: CALL loader2 

CLS 
CALL Ikeydisplay 
CALL graphpage 
eraze% = 0: 'to set erasers on , after first draw. 
ch1% = 1: ch2% = 1 
DO 

CALL formula 
,......... 'To specify the no. of waves to draw 
IF ch1% = 0 AND ch2% = 0 THEN 

dror% = 0 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 27, 30: PRINT "No changes made: 
COLOR 7 
SLEEP 1 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 

ELSEIF ch1% + ch2% = 2 THEN 
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dror% = 3 
ELSEIF ch1% = 1 AND ch2% = 0 AND dror% <> 1 THEN 

dror% = 4 
ELSEIF ch2% = 1 AND ch1% = 0 AND dror% <> 2 THEN 

dror% = 5 
END IF 

SELECT CASE dror% 
CASE 1 

CALL dro1 
CASE 2 

CALL dro2 
CASE 3 

CALL dro1 
CALL dro2 
CALL dr03 

CASE 4 
CALL dro1 
CALL dro3 

CASE 5 
CALL dro2 
CALL dr03 

CASE ELSE 
BEEP 

END SELECT 
eraze% = 1 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$( 1) 

IF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN EXIT DO 
GOSUB task 

LOOP 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
IF chain$ <> "on" THEN 

SYSTEM 
ELSE 

VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
COLOR 15: PRINT "Returning to main module ... " 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28: COLOR 7 
CHAIN "waves.drv" 

END IF 

sub-routines ***T+*************** 

task: 
ch1% = 0: ch2% = 0 
DO 

task% = ASC(LCASE$(a$)) 
SELECT CASE task% 
CASE ASC("w") 

CALL wavetype 'Select a type of wave 
CASE ASC("a") 

CALL amplitude 'Vary amplitude 
CASE ASC("f') 

CALL frequency 'Vary frequency 
CASE ASC("p") 

CALL phase 'Vary phase 
CASE ASC("I") 

CALL library 'Select wave effect 
CASE ASC("o") 

chain$ = "on" 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
LOCATE 27: COLOR 7: PRINT "Please wait .... " 

CHAIN "wvfuria.drv" 'go to Fourier wave analysis and drawing 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 

CASE ASC("y") 
CALL decay 'Produce damped oscillation 



CASE ASC("c") 
CALL clip 'Produce clipped oscillation 

CASE ASC("r") 
CALL ruboff 

CASE ASC("m") 
CALL merge 

CASE ELSE 
RETURN 

END SELECT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 6 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
COLOR 14 
LOCATE 3, 25 
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PRINT SPC(5); "press 'enter' if no more changes." 
COLOR 7 

LOOP 
RETURN 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "n: LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$( 1 ) 
PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
IF a$ = CHR$(13) THEN EXIT DO 

SUB amplitude 'To change the amplitude of the waves 
SHARED col1%, col2%, ampl2, ch1%, ch2%, ampl1 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 6 
LOCATE 3, 10: COLOR coI1%: PRINT "Amplitude of 1 = "; ampl1 
LOCATE 3, 40: COLOR coI2%: PRINT "Amplitude of 2 = "; ampl2 
COLOR 7 
LOCATE 4: PRINT "Change 1 or 2 ? (selec~n; 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "n: LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1): LOCATE 4, 25: PRINT a$; SPC(5); 
a% = VAL(a$) 
IF a% = 1 THEN 

PRINT "press d-decrease i-increase esc-quif' 
amp% = ampl1 'Initialize variable for subroutine 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "n: LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
B$ = INPUT$(1) 
GOSUB amp: ampl1 = amp% 
LOCATE 3, 27: PRINT ampl1 

LOOP UNTIL B$ = CHR$(27) 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
ch1% = 1 'flag to show that a change has taken place 
EXIT SUB 

ELSEIF a% = 2 THEN 
PRINT "press d-decrease i-increase esc-quif' 
amp% = ampl2 

DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "n: LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
B$ = INPUT$(1) 
GOSUB amp: ampl2 = amp% 'return new value of amplitude 
LOCATE 3, 56: PRINT ampl2 

LOOP UNTIL B$ = CHR$(27) 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
ch2% = 1 
EXIT SUB 

ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(13) THEN 
EXIT SUB 

ELSE 
BEEP 

END IF 
LOOP 



amp: 
IF LCASE$(B$) = CHR$(ASC("i")) THEN 

amp% = amp% + 1 
IF amp% > 160 THEN BEEP: amp% = 160 

ELSEIF LCASE$(B$) = CHR$(ASC("d")) THEN 
amp% = amp% - 1 
IF amp% < -160 THEN BEEP: amp% = -160 

END IF 
RETURN 
END SUB 

SUB clip 'To set maximum limit of amplitude 
SHARED limit1%, Iimit2%, ch1%, ch2% 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 6 
LOCATE 3,5: 
PRINT "Clip wave 1 or wave 2 ? (select number)" 
DO 
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DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
LOCATE 3, 50: PRINT a$ 
a% = VAL(a$) 

IF a% = 1 THEN 
ch1% = 1 
LOCATE 4, 5: INPUT "Enter maximum amplitude desired."; limit1% 

EXIT DO 
ELSEIF a% = 2 THEN 

ch2% = 1 
LOCATE 4, 5: INPUT "Enter maximum amplitude desired."; Iimit2% 

EXIT DO 
ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN 

EXIT DO 
ELSE 

BEEP 
END IF 

LOOP 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
END SUB 

SUB decay 'To produce damped oscillation 
SHARED ampl1, ampl2, stepp 1 , stepp2, freq1%, freq2%, yoff1%, ch1%, ch2% 
SHARED yoff2% 
CALL klean 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 6 

LOCATE 3,5: 
PRINT "Dampen wave 1 or wave 2 ? (select number)" 
DO 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
LOCATE 3,50: PRINT a$ 
a% = VAL(a$) 
IF a% = 1 THEN 

ch1% = 1 
ampl = ampl1 
frq% = freq1% 'Initialize subroutine variable 
GOSUB dec 
stepp1 = stePP 
EXIT SUB 

ELSEIF a% = 2 THEN 
ch2% = 1 
ampl = ampl2 
frq% = freq2% 
GOSUB dec 
stepp2 = stePP 
EXIT SUB 



dec: 

ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
EXIT SUB 

ELSE 
BEEP 

END IF 
LOOP 

LOCATE 3 
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PRINT "Dampen :1.slowly 2.heavilly 3.critically 4.nawrally 5.Rese~select no.)" 
DO 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = -: LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
B$ = INPUT$(1): LOCATE 3, 78: PRINT a$ 
B% =VAL(B$) 

IF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
EXIT DO 

ELSEIF B% > 0 AND B% < 6 THEN 
SELECT CASE B% 
CASE 1 

stePP = ampl! (4 • frq% • 720) 
CASE 2 

stePP = ampl! (720) 
CASE 3 

stePP = ampl! (2 • frq% • 720) 
CASE 4 

rate = rate 
CASE 5 

stePP = 0 
END SELECT 

EXIT DO 

ELSE 
BEEP 

END IF 
LOOP 
RETURN 

END SUB 

SUB dro1 'For drawing wave 1 
SHARED ampl1, offset1%, coI1%, freq1%, xlen%, phase1%, eraze% 
SHARED wtype1%, ydummy1(), yO, xoff%, damp1 %, yoff1% 
SHARED stepp1, limit1%, dror%, yoff3% 

IF eraze% THEN 
CALL eraser1 

END IF 

'if condition to erase is yes 

IF phase1% < 0 THEN 
faze% = 720 - ABS(2 • phase1%) 

ELSE 
faze% = 2 • phase1% 

END IF 

k% = 0 
i% = faze% 
,.......... store values to memory .Necessary for eraser to work:······ 
DO 

z = ydummy1(i%)' ampl1 
, ........... if clipping is desired ••••••••• ** 

IF limit1 % > 0 AND Iimit1 % < 71 THEN 
IF z> limit1% THEN 

z = Iimit1% 
ELSE IF z < -limit1% THEN 

z = -limit1% 
END IF 

END IF 



yl(k%) = z + yoffl% 
k% = k% + 1 

i% = i% + 1 
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IF i% > 720 THEN i% = 1 'Because of phase considerations 
LOOP UNTIL k% = 721 

, __ m __ To set resolution of screen. Necessary for optimum speed"-' 

q = (ampll - SIN(70)) I (70 - freql%) 
IF q < .2 THEN q = .2 
resol(l) = 11 q 

1****************************** 

nwaves% = freql% 
periodl(l) = xlen% I freql% 
xdummy = periodl(l) 1720 

CALL Xaxisl ,.- Draw equilibrium line 
FOR p% = 1 TO nwaves% 

nextcycle = (p% - 1) - periodl(l) 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 STEP resol(l) 

xl = i% - xdummy + nextcycle + xoff% 
'****'****** If damping is required *************** 

IF steppl > 0 THEN 
IF dror% = 1 THEN yoffl% = yoff3% 

IF yl(i%) <= yoffl% THEN 
yl(i%) = yl(i%) + rate 

IF yl(i%) >= yoffl% THEN yl(i%) = yoffl% 
ELSEIF yl(i%) > yoffl% THEN 
yl(i%) = yl(i%) - rate 

IF yl(i%) < yoffl% THEN yl(i%) = yoffl% 
END IF 

END IF 
1**************************,*"************************** 

IF yl(i%) > 80 AND yl(i%) < 400 THEN '[set graph print-area of screen] 
PSET (xl, yl(i%)), coll% 

END IF 
rate = rate + stepp 1 - resol(l) 
NEXTi% 

NEXT p% 
END SUB 

SUB dro2 
SHARED ampl2, offset2%, coI2%, freq2%, xlen%, phase2%, eraze% 
SHARED reso2, wlype2%, ydummy20, yO, yoff2%, xoff%, yoff3% 
SHARED stepp2, limit2%, dror% 

IF eraze% THEN 
CALL eraser2 
END IF 

IF phase2% < 0 THEN 
faze% = 720 - ABS(2 - phase2%) 

ELSE 
faze% = 2 - phase2% 

END IF 

q = (ampl2 * SIN(70)) I (70 - freq2%) 
IF q < .2 THEN q = .2 
reso2(1) = 11 q 

k% = 0 
i% = faze% 
DO 

z = ydummy2(i%) - ampl2 
IF Iimit2% > 0 AND limit2% < 20 THEN 

IF z > Iimit2% THEN 
z = Iimit2% 

ELSEIF z < -limit2% THEN 



z = -limit2% 
END IF 

END IF 
y2(k%) = z + yoff2% 

k% = k% + 1 
i% = i% + 1 

IF i% > 720 THEN i% = 1 
LOOP UNTIL k% = 721 

rate = 0 
nwaves% = freq2% 
period2(1) = xlen% / freq2% 
xdummy = period2(1) / 720 

CALL Xaxis2 
FOR p% = 1 TO nwaves% 

nextcycle = (p% - 1) * period2( 1 ) 

FOR i% = 0 TO 720 STEP reso2( 1) 
x2 = i% * xdummy + nextcycle + xoff% 

IF stepp2 > 0 THEN 
IF dror% = 1 THEN yoff2% = yo!f3% 
IF y2(i%) <= yoff2% THEN 
y2(i%) = y2(i%) + rate 
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IF y2(i%) >= yoff2% THEN y2(i%) = yoff2% 
ELSE IF y2(i%) > yoff2% THEN 
y2(i%) = y2(i%) - rate 

IF y2(i%) < yoff2% THEN y2(i%) = yoff2% 
END IF 

END IF 

IF y2(i%) > 80 AND y2(i%) < 400 THEN 
PSET (x2, y2(i%)), col2% 

END IF 
rate = rate + stepp2 * reso2( 1) 
NEXTi% 

NEXT p% 
END SUB 

SUB dro3 'To add wave 1 and wave 2 
SHARED ydummy1(), ydummy2(), y(), yo!f3%, xoffOfo, eraze% 
SHARED ampl1, ampl2, coI3%, xlen%, reso%, reso2, freq1%, freq2% 

m = 0: n = 0 
xdummy = xlen% / 720 

IF eraze% THEN 
CALL eraser3 
END IF 
CALL Xaxis3 
reso3(1) = 1 
FOR i = 0 TO 720 STEP reso3(1) 

x = xdummy * i + xoff% 
j=m*freq1% 

IF j > 720 THEN m = 1: j = 0 
h=n*freq2% 
IF h > 720 THEN n = 1: h = 0 

y(i) = y10l + y2(h) 
y = y(i) - yo!f3% 

IF Y > 80 AND Y < 400 THEN 
PSET (x, V), col3% 

END IF 
m = m + reso3(1): n = n + res03(1) 
NEXT i 

END SUB 
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SUB eraser1 'To erase wave 1 .See dro1 for relevant comments. 
SHARED ampl1, offset1%, col1%, freq1%, xlen%, phase1%, eraze% 
SHARED wtype1%, ydummy10, yO, xoff% 

IF period1(1) = 0 THEN EXIT SUB 
xdummy = period1(1) /720 
freq% = xlen% / period1(1) 
nwaves% = freq% 

FOR p% = 1 TO nwaves% 
nextcycle = (p% - 1) * period1(1) 

FOR i% = 0 TO 720 STEP res01(1) 
x1 = i% * xdummy + nextcycle + xoff% 

IF y1(i%) > 80 AND y1(i%) < 400 THEN 
PRESET (x1, y1(i%)) 

END IF 
NEXTi% 

NEXT p% 
END SUB 

SUB eraser2 'To erase wave 2. See dro1 for relevant comments. 
SHARED ampl2, offset2%, col2%, freq2%, xlen%, phase2%, eraze% 
SHARED wtype2%, ydummy20, YO, yoff2%, xoff% 

IF period2(1) = 0 THEN EXIT SUB 
xdummy = period2( 1) / 720 
freq% = xlen% / period2( 1) 
nwaves% = freq% 

FOR p% = 1 TO nwaves% 
nextcycle = (p% - 1) * period2( 1) 

FOR i% = 0 TO 720 STEP res02(1) 
x2 = i% * xdummy + nextcycle + xoff% 

IF y2(i%) > 80 AND y2(i%) < 400 THEN 
PRESET (x2, y2(i%)) 
END IF 

NEXTi% 
NEXT p% 
END SUB 

SUB eraser3 'To erase wave 3 
SHARED YO, xlen%, xoff"/o, yoff3%, res03() 
xdummy = xlen% / 720 
FOR i = 0 TO 720 STEP reso3(1) 

x = xdummy * i + xoff% 
Y = y(i) - yoff3% 
IF Y > 80 AND Y < 400 THEN 

PRESET (x, y) 
END IF 

NEXT i 
END SUB 

SUB fkeydisplay 'To display functions of selected keys. 
VIEW PRINT 
LOCATE 30: COLOR 4: PRINT "M"; : COLOR 7: PRINT "erge/separate"; SPC(10); : 
COLOR 4: PRINT "R"; : COLOR 7: PRINT "ub_graphics"; SPC(10); 
COLOR 7: PRINT "Deca"; : COLOR 4: PRINT"y"; SPC(10); 
COLOR 4: PRINT "CO; : COLOR 7: PRINT "lipping" 
LOCATE 1 
COLOR 4: PRINT" A"; : COLOR 7: PRINT "mplitude"; SPC(5); 
COLOR 4: PRINT" W"; : COLOR 7: PRINT "avetype"; SPC(5); 
COLOR 4: PRINT" F"; : COLOR 7: PRINT "requency"; SPC(5); 
COLOR 4: PRINT" pO; : COLOR 7: PRINT "hase"; SPC(5); 
COLOR 4: PRINT" L"; : COLOR 7: PRINT "ibrary"; SPC(5); 
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PRINT" P; : COLOR 4: PRINT "0"; : COLOR 7: PRINT "urier"; SPC(5); 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
END SUB 

SUB formula 'To print formula of the maths eqn of each wave 
SHARED cosex, y, a, wtype1%, wtype2%, phase1%, phase2% 
SHARED i%, freq1%, freq2%, offset1%, offset2%, ampl1, ampl2 

SELECT CASE wtype1% 
CASE 1 
frnltyp$ = "sin" 
CASE 2 
frnltyp$ = "cos" 
CASE 3 
frnltyp$ = "saw" 
CASE 4 
frnltyp$ = "squ" 
CASE 5 
frnltyp$ = "bi" 
END SELECT 

LOCATE 10,2: PRINT "Phase1 = "; phase1% 
LOCATE 10,72: PRINT "y1 =" 
LOCATE 11,68: PRINT CINT(ampI1); frnltyp$; freq1%; "x" 

SELECT CASE wtype2% 
CASE 1 
frnltyp$ = 'sin" 
CASE 2 
frnltyp$ = "cos" 
CASE 3 
frnltyp$ = "saw" 
CASE 4 
frnltyp$ = "squ" 
CASE 5 
frnltyp$ = "bi" 
END SELECT 

LOCATE 23, 2: PRINT "Phase2 = "; phase2% 
LOCATE 23, 72: PRINT"y2 =" 
LOCATE 24, 68: PRINT CINT(ampI2); frnltyp$; freq2%; "x" 

LOCATE 16,72: PRINT "y =" 
LOCATE 17, 68: PRINT" y1 + y2 " 

END SUB 

SUB frequency 'To change value of frequency. See 
SHARED coI1%, coI2%, freq1%, freq2% 'sub amplitude for relevant 
SHARED ch 1 %, ch2% 'comments 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 6 
LOCATE 3, 10: COLOR coI1%: PRINT "Frequency of 1 = "; freq1% 
LOCATE 3, 40: COLOR coI2%: PRINT "Frequency of 2 = "; freq2% 

COLOR 7 
LOCATE 4: PRINT "Change 1 or 2 ? (select),,; 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1): LOCATE 4, 25: PRINT a$; SPC(5); 
a% = VAL(a$) 
IF a% = 1 THEN 

PRINT "press d-decrease i-increase esc-quif 
frq% = freq1% 

DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 

B$ = INPUT$(1) 
GOSUB frq: freq1% = frq% 



LOCATE 3, 27: PRINT freql% 
LOOP UNTIL B$ = CHR$(27) 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
chl% = 1 
EXIT SUB 

ELSEIF a% = 2 THEN 
PRINT "press d-decrease i-increase esc-quif 
frq% = freq2% 
DO 
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DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
B$ = INPUT$( 1) 
GOSUB frq: freq2% = frq% 
LOCATE 3,56: PRINT freq2% 

LOOP UNTIL B$ = CHR$(27) 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
ch2% = 1 
EXIT SUB 

ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(13) THEN 
EXIT SUB 

ELSE 
BEEP 

END IF 
LOOP 

frq: 
IF LCASE$(B$) = CHR$(ASC("i")) THEN 

frq% = frq% + 1 
IF frq% > 70 THEN BEEP: frq% = 70 

ELSEIF LCASE$(B$) = CHR$(ASC("d")) THEN 
frq% = frq% - 1 
IF frq% < 1 THEN BEEP: frq% = 1 

END IF 
RETURN 
END SUB 

SUB graphpage 'To print graphics page 
SHARED xoff%, xlen% 

FOR Y = 100 TO 400 STEP 10 
FOR x = xoff% TO xlen% + xoff% STEP 10 

PSET (x, y), 1 
NEXT x 

NEXTy 

FOR Y = 100 TO 400 STEP 50 
FOR x = xoff% TO xlen% + xoff'1o STEP 6 

PSET (x, y), 1 
NEXT x 

NEXTy 

FOR x = xoff'/o TO xOff'/o + xlen% STEP 90 
FOR Y = 100 TO 400 STEP 5 

PSET (x, y), 1 
NEXTy 

NEXT x 
END SUB 

'CHR$(O) + CHR$(&H48) 

'CHR$(O) + CHR$(&H5) 

SUB klean 'To rub off the graphics area of screen 
SHARED stat%, stp%, kln%, dror% 

LINE (stat%, 100)-(stp%, 400), 0, BF 
CALL graphpage 
eraze% = 0 
dror"Io = 3 

END SUB 

SUB library 'To set conditions for printed selected wave effects. 
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SHARED ampl1, ampl2, freql%, freq2%, stepp 1 , Iimit1%, dror%, stat"lo, stp% 
SHARED xlen%, yoff1%, xoff% 
a% = 0 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 6 
PRINT "l.Modulation 2.Beats 3.decay/damping 4.Clipping (select number)" 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(l): a% = VALlaS) 
IF a% >= 0 AND a% < 5 THEN 

stat"fo = 0: stp% = 640 'reset portion of screen to clean. 
CALL klean 
eraze% = 0 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 

SELECT CASE a% 
CASE 1 

ampl1 = 10: ampl2 = 18: yoff1% = 150 
freql% = 3: freq2% = 22 

LOCATE 12,2: PRINT" lower" 
LOCATE 13,2: PRINT" signal" 

CALL dro1 
LOCATE 22, 2: PRINT "carrier" 
LOCATE 23, 2: PRINT" wave" 

CALL dr02 
LOCATE 15,2: PRINT "Modulated" 
LOCATE 16,2: PRINT" wave" 

CALL dr03 
EXIT DO 

CASE 2 
ampll = 13: ampl2 = 13: yoffl% = 150 
freq1% = 25: freq2% = 22 

LOCATE 12,2: PRINT" higher" 
LOCATE 13,2: PRINT" Signal" 

CALL dro1 
LOCATE 22, 2: PRINT "slightly" 
LOCATE 23,1: PRINT "Iowerwave" 

CALL dr02 
LOCATE 15,2: PRINT "Bear 
LOCATE 16,2: PRINT "signal" 

CALL dro3 
EXIT DO 

CASE 3 
yoffl% = 250: ampll = 40: freql% = 12 
steppl = amplll (3 * freql% * 720) 

LOCATE 15,2: PRINT "Damped" 
LOCATE 16: PRINT "Oscillation" 

CALLdrol 
steppl = 0: yoffl% = 150 

EXIT DO 
CASE 4 

ampll = 30: freql% = 8: yoffl% = 250 
limitl% = 20 

LOCATE 15,2: PRINT "Clipped" 
LOCATE 16,2: PRINT" wave" 

CALL dro1 
limitl% = 0: yoffl% = 150 

EXIT DO 
END SELECT 

ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
EXIT DO 

ELSE 
BEEP 

END IF 
LOOP 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
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LOCATE 3: PRINT "press any key to continue" 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
B$ = INPUT$(1) ·····*To allow viewing of the screen for some time. 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
LOCATE 12: PRINT" 
LOCATE 13: PRINT" 
LOCATE 22: PRINT" 
LOCATE 23: PRINT" 
LOCATE 15: PRINT" 
LOCATE 16: PRINT" 

stat% = xoff% - 5: slp% = xoff% + xlen% + 5 'reset portion to clean. 
IF a% = 3 OR a% = 4 THEN CALL klean 
CALL formula 

END SUB 

SUB loader1 'Retrieve values from relevant 
SHARED wlype1%. ydummy10 ·tables (on file) and store in memory 
SHARED dror%. ydummy20. wtype2% 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 27. 70: PRINT "Loading ... " 
COLOR 7 
SELECT CASE wlype1% 

CASE 1 
OPEN "sine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #4 

CASE 2 
OPEN "cosine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #4 

CASE 3 
OPEN "sawtooth.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #4 

CASE 4 
OPEN "square.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #4 

CASE 5 
OPEN "triangle.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #4 

END SELECT 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

INPUT #4. ydummy1(i%) 
NEXTi% 
CLOSE #4 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
END SUB 

SUB loader2 'see loader one for relevant commenls 
SHARED wtype1%. ydummy10. dror%. ydummy20. wtype2% 

VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 27. 70: PRINT "Loading ... " 
COLOR 7 

SELECT CASE wlype2% 
CASE 1 

OPEN ·sine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #5 
CASE 2 

OPEN "cosine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #5 
CASE 3 

OPEN "sawtooth.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #5 
CASE 4 

OPEN "square.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #5 
CASE 5 

OPEN "triangle.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #5 
END SELECT 

FOR i% = 0 TO 720 
INPUT #5. ydummy2(i%) 

NEXTi% 



CLOSE #5 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
END SUB 

SUB merge 
SHARED ch2%, yoff2%, dror%, yoff1%, ch1% 
ch1% = 1: ch2% = 1 
CALL klean 
CALL graph page 
IF yoff1% = 150 AND yoff2% = 350 THEN 

yoff1% = 250: yoff2% = 250 
ELSE 

yoff1% = 150: yoff2% = 350 
END IF 
dror% = 3 
END SUB 
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SUB phase 'To change phase of waves. 
SHARED phase1%, phase2%, ch1%, ch2%, coI1%, co12% 'See sub amplitude for 

'relevant commenls. 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 6 
LOCATE 3, 10: COLOR coI1%: PRINT "Phase of 1 = "; phase1% 
LOCATE 3, 40: COLOR coI2%: PRINT "Phase of 2 = "; phase2% 

COLOR 7 
LOCATE 4: PRINT "Change 1 or 2 ? (select)"; 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = -: LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1): LOCATE 4, 25: PRINT a$; SPC(5); 
a% = VAL(a$) 
IF a% = 1 THEN 

PRINT "press d..oecrease i-increase esc-quif 
phs% = phase 1 % • 2 

DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
B$ = INPUT$(1) 
GOSUB phs: phase 1 % = phs% I 2 
LOCATE 3, 23: PRINT phase1% 

LOOP UNTIL B$ = CHR$(27) 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
ch1% = 1 
EXIT SUB 

ELSEIF a% = 2 THEN 
PRINT "press d..oecrease i-increase esc-quif 
phs% = phase2% • 2 
DO 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
B$ = INPUT$(1) 
GOSUB phs: phase2% = phs% I 2 
LOCATE 3,52: PRINT phase2% 

LOOP UNTIL B$ = CHR$(27) 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
ch2% = 1 
EXIT SUB 

ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(13) THEN 
EXIT SUB 

ELSE 
BEEP 

END IF 
LOOP 

phs: 
IF LCASE$(B$) = CHR$(ASC("i")) THEN 

phs% = phs% + 2 
IF phs% > 360 THEN BEEP: phs% = 360 
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ELSEIF LCASE$(B$) = CHR$(ASC("d")) THEN 
phs% = phs% - 2 
IF phs% < -360 THEN BEEP: phs% = -360 

END IF 
RETURN 
END SUB 

SUB ruOOff 
SHARED eraze%, dror%, ch1%, ch2% 
ch1% = 1: ch2% = 1 
CALLklean 
eraze% = 0 
END SUB 

SUB wavetype , To change type of wave 
SHARED wtype1%, wtype2%, ch1%, ch2% 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 6 
LOCATE 3,5 
PRINT "1.sin 2.cos 3.sawtooth 4.square 5.triangular...(select number) "; 

DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
typ$ = INPUT$(1): PRINT typ$ 

t% = VAL(typ$) 
IF t'Yo = 1 OR t'Yo = 2 OR t'Yo = 3 OR t"110 = 4 OR t"110 = 5 THEN 

PRINT "Change type of wave 1 or wave 2 ? (select number) " 
DO 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'TO EMPTY KEYBOARD INPUT BUFFER 
a$ = INPUT$(1): LOCATE 4,54: PRINT a$ 
IF a$ = CHR$(ASC("1")) THEN 

ch1% = 1 'Flag to show that 
wtype1% = t"110 'change has taken 
CALL loader1 
EXIT DO 

ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(ASC("2")) THEN 
ch2% = 1 
wtype2 % = t"/o 

CALL 10ader2 
EXIT DO 

ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN EXIT DO 
ELSE BEEP 
END IF 

LOOP 
EXIT DO 

ELSEIF typ$ = CHR$(27) THEN EXIT DO 
ELSE BEEP 
END IF 
LOOP 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 5 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
END SUB 

SUB xaxis1 'To draw equilibrium line for wave 1 
SHARED yoff1%, xlen%, xoff% 

FOR i% = 0 TO xlen% STEP 6 
PSET (i% + xoff%, yoff1%), 1 

NEXT i% 
END SUB 

SUB xaxis2 'To draw equilibrium line for wave 2 
SHARED yoff2%, xlen%, xoff% 
FOR i% = 0 TO xlen% STEP 6 
PSET (i% + xoff%, yoff2%), 1 
NEXT i% 
END SUB 



SUB xaxis3 'To draw equilibrium line for wave 3 
SHARED xlen%, yoft3%, xoff% 
FOR i% = 0 TO xlen% STEP 6 
PSET (i% + xoff%, yoft3%), 1 
NEXTi% 
END SUB 
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APPENDIX E 

page1 
CHAPTER 1 

========= 

INTRODUCTION 
============ 

ASCII TEXT FILE FOR TUTORIAL SECTION 

WR E 

Probably the most essential object to life as we know it is the SUN. 
It enables us to see during the day as well as providing invisible 
ultraviolet light. which is essential for our skin to manufacture vi-
tamin D.The sun produces light (and other radiations) which travels for 
............ to get to us on earth. This is achieved by wave motion. 

Sound and consequently speech is also transfered from one place to 
another by wave motion. Wireless communication via radio, television, 
and mobile telephones, is achieved by wave propagation. 

However, despite this preponderance of waves around us, many are still 
intrigued by the nature of waves. One of the reasons for this, is that 
wave motion involves atoms or molecules which are microscopiC (too small 
to be seen). 

Another reason lies in the nature of the wave ilself. A wave exist 
only when there is motion. Any passive method of learning it cannot 
suffice. 

page2 
Displacement 
=::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::. 

The most basic type of motion, is movement from one place 
to another in a particular direction. Press any key. 

A <------ x ------------->8 
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The block has moved from A to B in a straight line. It has been 
displaced from A to B by an amount X metres. 

If the body had moved from A to B following an irregular path,(curved 
path), then it would have moved by a distance Y metres instead. The 
basic difference between displacement and distance is the direction. 
Displacement is a vector quantity (it has magnitude and direction), 
while distance is a scalar quantity (it has magnitude only). 

page3 
circular motion 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::= 

A satellite (white circle) is shown stationary in ils orbit (big 
red circle). Press any key. 

This is an example of circular motion. The basic difference between 
this and linear motion is that, the trajectory can be traversed rep
eatedly. Any point along the trajectory is accessible to the satellite 
after a period of time. The earth moves round the sun in an approximate 
circular path. There are numerous other examples in nature. 

page4 
Vibratory motion 
================ 

Another type of motion involves a body or object moving to and fro 
about a fixed position. The diagram above illustrates a small heavy 
mass (red ball), suspended from a rigid support (blue line) by a light 
inextensible string. The arrangement is called a pendulum. If the mass 
is displaced from ils rest position (press any key), and released 
(press another key) ,it swings from one side to another. 

This type of motion is called OSCILLATORY or VIBRATORY motion. 

page5 
The motion is repeated continuously so far as the oscillating system 

possesses (or continuously receives) energy to sustain the motion. 
However, the energy possessed is gradually exhausted (or stops in 
case of an extemal source. 

The maximum displacement of the bob from ils rest position reduces 
accordingly. This reduction is called damping. In the case of the 
pendulum, the energy of the system is derived from the gravitational 
potential energy of the bob (white ball), when it is initially 
displaced (press any key). Damping is mainly due to work done against 
air resistance. Therefore damping is not easily noticed. However, 
when left to oscillate for a sufficienlly long time, the pendulum comes 
to rest at irs equilibrium position. 

In this example damping has been exaggerated, for easy comprehension. 

page6 
In some cases, 'heavy' damping is desirable. An example is the shock 

absorbing mechanism of automobiles. When a car runs into a pothole, 
the lyres are displaced from their equilibrium position. The shock 
absorbers attempt to pull back the lyres. In that bid, oscillation 
resulls. Consequenlly , the car begins jerk up and down. This can be 
quite uncomfortable for the occupanls of the car. Hence the system is 
designed to stop the oscillation (heavy damping)as rapidly as possible. 

page7 
atoms 

Natural constraint to free motion or oscillation is exemplified in 
the arrangement of the atoms. Atoms are the 'building blocks' of matter. 
They are so small that they cannot be seen. The specific position of an 
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atom in relation to the others is maintained because of interatomic forces 
depending on the natural arrangement of atoms for a particular substance. 

page8 
At room temperature, each atom vibrates about its rest position. The 

The amplitude of vibration increases as the room temperature increases. 
Below is an isolated atom. Its size and amplitude of vibration has been 
exaggerated to enhance understanding of how it vibrates.(Press any key). 

page9 
In a substance, the separation between one atom and another is very 

small. Any atom that is displaced towards another atom suffers repulsion 
while simultaneously, the atom on its other side attracts it Hence, 
it is quickly restored to its original position. Unless the atom 
is displaced repeatedly, its oscillation is shortlived. Its oscillation 
is critically damped. 

However, due to the thermal energy possesed by all the atoms of a 
substance, they all vibrate with minimal amplitude about their equilibrum 
positions. The oscillation is sustained by a continous supply of energy 
drawn from the environment If the energy increases, atomic thermal energy 
also increases which lead to higher amplitudes of vibration. 

pagel0 
If a substance is disturbed at a point the disturbance is transmitted 

through the substance by transfer from one atom to another. The diagram 
below shows a layer of atoms. Imagine that the first atom is given an 
initial push (press any key). As it is displaced towards the second 
atom, they both repel one another. This retards the motion of atom 1 
while setting atom2 into motion too. Eventually atoml is tumed back 
to is equilibrium position. 

Meanwhile, atom2 begins to experience repulsive forces as it is further 
displaced towards atom3. The process continues untillthe last atom is 
affected. Apart from repulsive force, the restoration of the atoms to 
their equilibrium position is enforced by the attractive forces of the 
atoms around it. In fact this is how the last atom is restored (since 
there is no repulsive force in the direction of its displacemen~. Press 
any key to stop the vibration. 

pagell 
The successive displacement AND recovery of the atoms, has trans

mitted the initial push given to the first atom to the last without 
the atoms completely leaving their position. They have merely been dis
placed for a very short period of time. This is an example of how energy 
can be transimitted from one point to another thruogh a substance. 
A wave has been transmitted. In practice, a push is usually accompanied 
by a pull in the opposite direction. Hence each atom moves to and fro 
(vibrates) about its equilibrium position while the wave is transmitted 
through the substance. 

page12 
The type of wave described above is called a LONGITUDINAL wave 

because the direction of vibration is the same as the direction of 
propagation (transimision ) of the wave. For a TRANSVERSE wave, the 
direction of vibration is perpendicular to the direction of propagation 
of the wave. That is each atom is displaced vertically (or horizontally 
while the wave is propagated to the right of the (or left). 

page13 
At rest the position of each molecule is regarded as zero displace

ment Let us assume that displacements to the right of the rest position 
are considered to have positive values while those to the left of the 
rest position are negative. (Press any key). 

By measuring and recording displacement at regular time intervals, (also 
recorded, the relationship between displacement and time as a wave is 
propagated through a medium can be better comprehended. The set of readings 
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obtained can be used to plot graph for figurative illustration of the rela
tionship. 

page14 
CHAPTER 2 

========= 

The diagram below is a graphical representation of the relationship 
between displacement and time as a wave is propagated through the medium. 
It can be be represented by the mathematical equation 

y = A sin k (x) 

where A = amplitude, k = 'frequency', x = variable 
from 0 to 2Pi radians 

or from 0 to 360 
degrees . 

page15 
The red curve is the displacement of y as x varies from 0 to 2PI. 

The blue line represents the 'equilibrium position i.e. y = O. 
x increases linearly from left to right of the screen. 

Now, press letter ' A' , once (wait to observe the effect), 
and twice again. 

page16 
Notice how the curve bulged at its highest and lowest points.The 

vertical distance from the highest point, on the curve, to the equilibrium 
line, or , the vertica I distance from the lowest point, on the curve to the 
equilibrium line, is called the 

AMPLITUDE 

of the wave. 

page17 
The wave shown is for one cycle only. If x increases from 2PI to 4PI, 

another curve, exactly the same as the former is produced. 
Press any key. Another wave will be produced. 

The wave is continuously reproduced as the value of x increases .Many 
situations in nature give rise to these variations. A major difference 
exists however. Changes in x, are replaced by changes in time. That is, 
displacements, as represented by y, varies sinusoidally (like a sine 
function), with time. 

page18 
Examples include: 

Sound waves, 
Mechanical waves, 

Electromagnetic waves, 
Electrical (alternating) current, 

..... and many more. 
Each of the examples mentioned above can be further subdivided, 

depending on certain criteria . 
Waves, in general, are means of transmitting energy from one point 

to another. 
In practice, waves are more complicated than the basic one considered. 

page19 
Let us examine more of the attributes of a wave. 

The wave above is for one complete cycle. Notice that the wave is longer 
than the one shown previously. The wave was deliberately extended to aid 
further studies. In reality, this will correspond to increasing the 
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period of the wave. 

PERIOD 

of a wave is the time it takes to complete one cycle (oscillation). 

page20 
Another wave (green) has been introduced. How many cycles has the 

green wave? 
(Type the number and press enter) 

Good. The frequency of the green wave is twice that of the red wave. 

frequency 

of a wave is the number of complete cycles (oscillations) in one second. 

page21 
WAVELENGTH 

of a wave is defined as the distance between two successive points 
in phase. 

Consider the diagram shown below. The white line is the wavelength , 
for each wave. It has been drawn from several points in phase with one 
another. Note that the line is shorter for the red wave. Which of the 
two waves has the greater frequency, red or green? 

Very good. The frequency of the red wave is greater but the wavelength 
is shorter. The frequency is inversely proportional to the wavelength. 

The wavelength can be measured from other positions, on the wave(s) as 
shown below. It is clearer to observe the wavelength as the distance 
between two successive crests (or two successive troughs). 

page22 
When two waves are incident in the same medium, each one of them behave as if 

the other is not there. Their overall effect is the addition of the two waves. 
Let us see the addition of the two waves shown below. Press any key. 

page23 
This is called superposition of waves. The same principle holds for any 

number of waves in a medium. 

Various complicated waves are produced when the attributes of one wave is 
varied with respect to another, as you will soon see. This is often how waves 
abound in nature, especially, sound waves. 

page24 
Now compare the two waves below. 

One is exactly the opposite of the other. They are said to be PI 
radians, or 180 degrees, out of phase with each other. What do you think 
will happen when added bgether ? Press any key. 

page25 
The waves cancelled out That is why the displacement of the blue wave 

is zero. This is an example of destructive interference. If the amplitude 
of one is different from that of the other, the resultant wave will have 
an amplitude which is the difference of the two . 

If A 1 and A2 are the amplitudes, then the resultant amplitude is, 

A=A1-A2 

page26 
You have probably discovered what will happen if two waves, exactly the 

same are added together. In case you have no~ let us look at it 
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page27 
Notice that the amplitude of the blue wave is double that of any of the 

other two. In fact their amplitudes added up. This is a good example of 
constructive interference. 

In general, if the amplitudes are different, A 1 and A2 , for an example, 
then the resultant amplitude is, 

A=A1 +A2 

page28 
A wave that is PII2 radians or 90 degrees out of phase with another is 

called a cosine of the other. The green is the cosine of the red wave as 
displayed below. 

Notice that the wave did not start from the 'equilibrium' line. It started 
'earlier,though you cannot see it 

page29 
You can enhance your understanding of all the topics in the tutorial 

by practicing on your own. The next part of WORLD OF WAVES enables you to do 
this. 

HAVE FUN 

Press "b" to review the previous page, "esc" to quit WAVE TUTOR, any other 
key to proceed to the the WAVE DRAW environment for practice. 
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APPENDIX F 

PROGRAM LIST FOR FOURIER-DRAW SECTION 

REM r program for file fourier-draw section of "world of waves" *' 
REM r Filename is "wVfuria.drv" *' 
DECLARE SUB dro2 0 
DECLARE SUB eraser2 0 
DECLARE SUB Xaxis1 0 
DECLARE SUB Xaxis2 0 
DECLARE SUB Xaxis3 0 
DECLARE SUB klean 0 
DECLARE SUB loader2 0 
DECLARE SUB loader1 0 
DECLARE SUB tria () 
DECLARE SUB squ 0 
DECLARE SUB saw 0 
DECLARE SUB fadd 0 
DECLARE SUB fund () 
DECLARE SUB foumanual 0 
DECLARE SUB fouauto 0 

DIM SHARED ydummy1(721), ydummy2(721), period2(1), reso2(1), y2(721) 
DIM SHARED y(721) 

COMMON SHARED chain$ 

xlen% = 360: yoff1% = 150: yoff2% = 350: yoff3% = 250: xoff% = 140 
col1% = 4: col2% = 2: co13% = 3 
stat% = 0: stp% = 640: ampl2 = 0: wtype1% = 1: wtype2% = 1: last% = 20 
phase1% = 0: phase2% = 0: xdummy = xlen% '720: eraze% = 0: kount% = 25 

SCREEN 12 
CALL 10ader1: CALL loader2 
DO 
CLS 
VIEW PRINT 
LOCATE 1,30: COLOR 14: PRINT "FOURIER ANALYSIS" 
COLOR 7 
e% = 1 
LOCATE 6, 10: PRINT "1. Auto-generate or 2. Manual? (select number)": 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$(1): W% = VAL(W$) 
IF W% = 1 THEN 

CALL fouauto: EXIT DO 
ELSEIF W% = 2 THEN 

CALL foumanual: EXIT DO 
ELSEIF W$ = CHR$(27) THEN 

EXIT DO 
ELSE 

BEEP 
END IF 
LOOP 
COLOR 14 
PRINT "Quit Fourier Analysis? (y'n) "; 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$( 1 ) 
IF LCASE$(W$) = Y THEN EXIT DO 
LOOP 

IF chain$ = "on" THEN 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
LOCATE 27: COLOR 15: PRINT "Returning to main module .... " 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28: COLOR 7 



CHAIN "waves.drv" 
END IF 

END 
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SUB dro2 'To draw each harmonic before addition. No malhs implication. 
SHARED ampl2, col2%, freq2%, xlen%, phase2%, eraze% 
SHARED reso2, wtype2%, ydummy20, yO, yofl2%, xoff%, yoff3% 
SHARED stepp2, limi12%, dror% 

IF eraze% = 1 THEN 'erase previously drawn wave 
CALL eraser2 
END IF 

IF phase2% < 0 THEN 
faze% = 720 - ABS(2 * phase2%) 

ELSE 
faze% = 2 * phase2% 

END IF 

q = (ampl2 * SIN(70)) I (70 * freq2%) 'Set resolution of screen 
IF q < .2 THEN q = .2 'Necessary for optimum speed 
reso2(1) = 11 q 

k% = 0 
i% = faze% 
DO 

z = ydummy2(i%) * ampl2 
y2(k%) = z + yofl2% 
k% = k% + 1 
i%=i% + 1 

IF i% > 720 THEN i% = 1 
LOOP UNTIL k% = 721 

rate = 0 
nwaves% = freq2% 
period2(1) = xlen% I freq2% 
xdummy = period2(1) 1720 

CALL xaxis2 
FOR p% = 1 TO nwaves% 

nextcycle = (p% - 1) * period2( 1) 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 STEP reso2(1) 

x2 = i% * xdummy + nextcycle + xoff% 
PSET (x2, y2(i%)), col2% 

NEXTi% 
NEXT p% 

END SUB 

SUB eraser2 ' To erase previously drawn harmonic 
SHARED ampl2, col2%, freq2%, xlen%, phase2%, eraze% 
SHARED wtype2%. yofl2%, xoff% 

CALL xaxis2 
xdummy = period2(1) 1720 
freq% = xlen% I period2( 1) 
nwaves% = freq2% 
FOR p% = 1 TO nwaves% 

nextcycle = (p% - 1) * period2(1) 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 STEP reso2( 1) 

x2 = i% * xdummy + nextcycle + xoff% 
PRESET (x2, y2(i%)) 

NEXTi% 
NEXT p% 
END SUB 

SUB fadd 'For addition of waves 
SHARED ampl2. col3%, xlen%. reso, freq2%, e% 
SHARED yO, wtype1%, wtype2%, xoff%, coll%, phase1%, yoff3% 
SHARED phase2%, eraze%, wty$, konstanl ampli, kount"Io, eqn$ 
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xdummy = xlen% 1720 
IF e% <> 1 THEN 'e% signifies the no. of harmonic 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
LOCATE 10,2: PRINT "Last addition" 
CALL Xaxisl 

FOR i% = 0 TO 720 
x = xdummy * i% + xoff% 
Y = y(i%) + 150 

PSET (x, y), coll% 
NEXTi% 

END IF 

LOCATE 22, 2: PRINT "Harmonic"; e% 
LOCATE 22, 64 
PRINT (ampI2); TAB(68); wty$; TAB(71); freq2%; TAB(75); "X" 
eqn$ = eqn$ + "+" + " " + STR$(ampI2) + " " + wty$ 
eqn$ = eqn$ + STR$(freq2%) + "x" + " " 
CALL Xaxis2 
IF ABS(ampI2) < 1 THEN 
VIEW PRINT 26 TO 27 
LOCATE 26, 15: PRINT "Amplitude of this harmonic is visually amplified." 
END IF 
amplt = ampl2 
times = 5 
DO 
IF ampl2 = 0 THEN EXIT DO 
ampl2 = ampl2 * times 
IF ABS(ampI2) < 1 THEN 

times = times + 2 
ELSE 

EXIT DO 
END IF 
LOOP 
CALL dro2 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 

n% = 0 
LOCATE 16,2: PRINT "New addition" 
CALL Xaxis3 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

x = xdummy * i% + xoff% 
h% = n% * freq2% 

IF h% > 720 THEN n% = 1: h% = 0 
y(i%) = y(i%) + ydummy2(h%) * ampl! 
y = y(i%) + 250 
PSET (x, y), col3% 
n% = n% + 1 
NEXTi% 

END SUB 

SUB fouauto 
SHARED ampl2, coI3%, xlen%, reso, freq2%, e% 
SHARED yO, wtypel%, wtype2%, xoff%, coI1%, phasel%. yoff3% 
SHARED phase2%. eraze% 

DO 
VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 

LOCATE 6: PRINT "l.Square 2.Triangular 3.Saw1ooth (select type to generate)"; 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$(l) 
IF W$ = "1" THEN 

CALL squ: EXIT DO 
ELSEIF W$ = "2" THEN 



CALL tria: EXIT DO 
ELSEIF W$ = "3" THEN 

CALL saw: EXIT DO 
ELSEIF W$ = CHR$(27) THEN 

EXIT DO 
ELSE 

BEEP 
END IF 
LOOP 

PRINT "Quit auto-generation? (yin)" 
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DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$(1) 

IF LCASE$(W$) = "y" OR W$ = CHR$(27) THEN EXIT DO 
LOOP 

END SUB 

SUB foumanual 

SHARED ampl2, co13%, xlen%, reso, freq2%, e% 
SHARED YO, wtype1%, wtype2%, xoff%, coI1%, phase1%, yoff3% 
SHARED phase2%, eraze%, wty$, eqn$ 

e% = 1 
DO 

VIEW PRINT 5 TO 7 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 

LOCATE 5 
PRINT "1.sin 2.cos (Choose type of"; e%; : PRINT" harmonic) " 

DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$(1): LOCATE 5, 50: PRINT W$ 

W% =VAL(W$) 
IF W% = 1 OR W% = 2 THEN 

IF W% = 1 THEN wty$ = "sin" ELSE wty$ = "cos· 
IF wtype2% <> W% THEN wtype2% = W%: CALL loader2 

DO 
LOCATE 6: INPUT "Enter frequency"; W$ 

W% =VAL(W$) 
IF W% > 1 AND W% < 50 THEN 

freq2% = W%: EXIT DO 
ELSE BEEP 
END IF 

LOOP 
EXIT DO 

ELSEIF W$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
EXIT DO 

ELSE 
BEEP 

END IF 
LOOP 

DO: LOCATE 7 
INPUT "Enter amplitude "; W$ 

W =VAL(W$) 
IF W > -70 AND W < 70 THEN 

ampl2 = W: EXIT DO 
ELSEIF W$ = CHR$(27) THEN 

EXIT DO 
ELSE 

BEEP 
END IF 

LOOP 

IF e% = 1 THEN 
CALL fund 
ELSE 

CALL klean 
CALL fadd 
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END IF 

VIEW PRINT 5 TO 7 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT "press any key to proceed, 'esc' to quit" 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
IF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
LOCATE 27: COLOR 14 
PRINT "View cumulative Fourier equation? yin"; 

DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
a$ = INPUT$( 1) 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
IF LCASE$(a$) = "y" THEN 

VIEW PRINT 6 TO 24 
CALL klean 
COLOR 14: LOCATE 10, 10 
PRINT "Cumulative Fourier equation is:" 
COLOR 7 
PRINT eqn$ 

END IF 
VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
COLOR 7 
PRINT "Quit manual generation? (yin)" 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 
IF LCASE$(a$) = "y" OR a$ = CHR$(27) THEN EXIT DO 

ELSE 
e% = e% + 1 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 

END IF 
LOOP 
END SUB 

SUB fund 
SHARED ampl2, coI3%, xlen%, reso, freq2%, e% 
SHARED YO, wtype1%, wtype2%, xoff%, coI1%, eqn$, wty$, konstant ampli 

xdummy = xlen% I 720 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
CALL klean 
LOCATE 10,2: PRINT "1st harmonic" 
LOCATE 11, 2: PRINT "(fundamental)" 
LOCATE 10,64: PRINT ampl2; TAB(68); wty$; TAB(71); freq2%; TAB(75); "x" 
eqn$ = STR$(konstant) + " " + "+" + STR$(ampI2) + " " + wty$ + " " 
eqn$ = eqn$ + STR$(freq2%) + "x" +"" 
CALL xaxis1 
n% = 0: 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

x = xdummy • i% + xoff% 
h% = n% • freq2% 
IF h% > 720 THEN n% = 1: h% = 0 
y(i%) = ydummy2(h%) • ampl2 + konstant 
y = y(i%) + 150 
PSET (x, y), col1% 

n% = n% + 1 
NEXTi% 

END SUB 

SUB klean 
SHARED stat%, stp%, yoff1%, yoff2% 
LINE (stat%, yoff1% - 5O)-(stp%, yoff2% + 50),0, BF 
END SUB 



SUB Ioaderl 
SHARED wtypel%, ydummy10, dror% 

VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 27, 70: PRINT "Loading ... " 
COLOR 7 
SELECT CASE wtype1% 

CASE 1 
OPEN "sine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #6 

CASE 2 
OPEN "cosine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #6 

CASE 3 
OPEN "sawtoolh.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #6 

CASE 4 
OPEN "square.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #6 

CASE 5 
OPEN "triangle.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #6 

CASE ELSE 
BEEP 

END SELECT 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

INPUT #6, ydummy1(i%) 
NEXTi% 
CLOSE 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
END SUB 

SUB loader2 
SHARED dror"h, ydummy20, wtype2% 

VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
COLOR 15 
LOCATE 27, 70: PRINT "Loading ... " 
COLOR 7 
SELECT CASE wtype2% 

CASE 1 
OPEN "sine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #7 

CASE 2 
OPEN "cosine.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #7 

CASE 3 
OPEN "sawtoolh.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #7 

CASE 4 
OPEN "square.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #7 

CASE 5 
OPEN "triangle.tbl" FOR INPUT AS #7 

CASE ELSE 
BEEP 

END SELECT 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

INPUT #7, ydummy2(i%) 
NEXTi% 
CLOSE 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
END SUB 

SUB saw 
SHARED ampl2, coI3%, xlen%, reso, freq2%, e% 
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SHARED yO, wtype1%, wtype2%, xoff%, coI1%, phase1%, yoft3% 
SHARED phase2%, eraze%, eqn$, wty$, konstan~ kount%, ampli, last% 

xdummy = xlen% I 720 
DO 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
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LOCATE 5, 5 
PRINT "l.Build up 2.Break down to components (choose)"; 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$( 1) 
LOCATE 5, 60: PRINT W$ 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
INPUT "Enter fundamental frequency ( not> 3 ! )"; fundfreq% 
IF fundfreq% > 3 OR fundfreq% < 1 THEN BEEP: fundfreq% = 2 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 

e% = 1: pi = 22 1 7 
ampli = 12 
freq2% = fundfreq%: konstant = .5 
hamming = .54 + .46' COS((pi • e% • fundfreq%) 1 kount%) 
DO 
ampl2 = -ampli • (11 (pi' e% • fundfreq%)) • hamming 
IF ABS(ampI2) < 12 THEN 

ampli = ampli + 2 
ELSEIF ABS(ampI2) > 15 THEN 

ampli = ampli - 2 
ELSE 

EXIT DO 
END IF 
LOOP 

IF W$ = "1" THEN 
IF wtype2% <> 1 THEN wtype2% = 1: CALL loader2 
wty$ = "sin" 
CALL fund 

ELSEIF W$ = "2" THEN 
wtype2% = 3: CALL 10ader2 
wty$ = "sin" 
CALL fund 
ampli = -ampli 
wtype2% = 1: CALL 10ader2 

ELSE IF W$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
EXIT DO 

ELSE 
BEEP 

END IF 

LOCATE 6 
PRINT "l.step by step 2.compute and display result (select number) " 

DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
a$ = INPUT$(l): LOCATE 6 

PRINT" 
IF a$ = "2" THEN 

COLOR 1: LOCATE 6: PRINT "Adding harmonic" 
FOR e% = 2 TO last% 

LOCATE 6, 18: PRINT e% 
COLOR 7 

freq2% = e% • fundfreq% 
hamming = .54 + .46 • COS((pi • e% • fundfreq%) 1 kount"lo) 
ampl2 = -ampli • (11 (pi' e%' fundfreq%))' hamming 

eqn$ = eqn$ + "+" + STR$(ampI2) + " " + wty$ + STR$(freq2%) + "x" + " " 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

h% = n% • freq2% 
IF h% > 720 THEN n% = 1: h% = freq2% 
y(i%) = y(i%) + ydummy2(h%) • ampl2 

n% = n% + 1 
NEXT i% 

NEXT e% 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
LOCATE 16,2: PRINT "Derived wave" 



LOCATE 17,2: : PRINT "after adding" 
LOCATE 18: PRINT e% - 1;" harmonics " 

CALL xaxis3 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

x = xdummy • i% + xoff% 
Y = y(i%) + 250 
PSET (x, y), col3% 

NEXT i% 

ELSEIF a$ = "1" THEN 

DO 
e% = e% + 1 
freq2% = e% • fundfreq% 
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hamming = .54 + .46' COS((pi • e% • fundfreq%) I kount%) 
ampl2 = -ampli' (11 (pi' e% • fundfreq%))' hamming 

CALL klean 
IF W$ = "1" THEN wty$ = "sin" ELSE wty$ = "cos" 

IF e% > last% THEN 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT "Limit of iteration. Cannot continue." 
CALL eraser2 
EXIT DO 

ELSE 
CALL klean: CALL fadd 
VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
LOCATE 6: PRINT "Press any key to continue, 'esc' to quit." 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = -: LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
b$ = INPUT$( 1) 

IF b$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 

CALL eraser2: EXIT DO 
END IF 

END IF 
LOOP 
ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN EXIT DO 
ELSE BEEP 
END IF 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
LOCATE 22, 2: PRINT "Model of wave" 
LOCATE 23, 2: PRINT· desired" 
ampl2 = 14: freq2% = fundfreq%: 
IF W$ = "1" THEN 
wtype2% = 3: CALL loader2 
ELSE 
wtype2% = 1: CALL loader2 
END IF 
CALL xaxis2: CALL dro2 

VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
LOCATE 27 
COLOR 14 
PRINT "View cumulative Fourier equation? yin"; 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = -: LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
IF LCASE$(a$) = Y THEN 

CALL klean 
VIEW PRINT 6 TO 24 
LOCATE 10, 10 

PRINT "Cumulative Fourier equation is:" 
COLOR 7 
PRINT eqn$ 



END IF 
COLOR 7 

EXIT DO 
LOOP 
EXIT DO 
LOOP 

VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT "Quit sawtooth wave? (yin)" 
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DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = -: LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$(1) 
CALL klean 
IF LCASE$(W$) = "yo THEN EXIT DO 

LOOP 

END SUB 

SUB squ 
SHARED ampl2, co13%, xlen%, freq2%, e% 
SHARED YO, wlype1%, wtype2%, xoff%, coI1%, phase1%, yoff3% 
SHARED phase2%, eraze%, eqn$, wly$, konstant ampli, kount%, last% 

xdummy = xlen% I 720 
DO 
VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
LOCATE 5, 5 
PRINT "1.Build up 2.Break down to componenls (choose)"; 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = ".: LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$(1) 
LOCATE 5,60: PRINT W$ 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
INPUT "Enter fundamental frequency ( not> 3 ! )"; fundfreq% 

IF fundfreq% > 3 OR fundfreq% < 1 THEN 
BEEP: fundfreq% = 2 

END IF 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 

e% = 1: pi = 22 I 7 
ampli = 8: freq2% = (2 * e% - 1) * fundfreq% 
konstant = 0 
hamming = .54 + .46 * COS((pi * (2 * e% - 1) • fundfreq%) I kount%) 
DO 
ampl2 = ampli * (41 (pi * (2 * e% - 1) * fundfreq%)) * hamming 

IF ABS(ampI2) < 12 THEN 
ampli = ampli + 2 

ELSEIF ABS(ampI2) > 18 THEN 
ampli = ampli - 2 

ELSE 
EXIT DO 

END IF 
LOOP 

IF W$ = "1" THEN 
IF wlype2% <> 1 THEN wlype2% = 1: CALL 10ader2 
CALL klean 
wty$ = "sin" 
CALL fund 

ELSEIF W$ = "2" THEN 
wlype2% = 4: CALL 10ader2 
wty$ = "sin" 
CALL fund 
ampli = -ampli 
wlype2% = 1: CALL loader2 

ELSE IF W$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
EXIT DO 

ELSE 
BEEP 
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END IF 

LOCATE 5 
PRINT "1.step by step 2.compute and display result (select number) " 

DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = .": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
a$ = INPUT$(l): LOCATE 5 

PRINT" 
IF a$ = ''2" THEN 

COLOR 1: LOCATE 6: PRINT "Adding harmonic" 
FOR e% = 2 TO last% 
LOCATE 6, 18: PRINT e% 

COLOR 7 
freq2% = (2 • e% - 1) • fundfreq% 

hamming = .54 + .46' COS((pi • (2 • e% - 1) • fundfreq%) 1 kount%) 
ampl2 = ampli' (41 (pi' (2' e% - 1)' fundfreq%))' hamming 

eqn$ = eqn$ + "+" + STR$(ampI2) + " " + wty$ + STR$(freq2%) + "x" + " " 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

h% = n% • freq2% 
IF h% > 720 THEN n% = 1: h% = freq2% 
y(i%) = y(i%) + ydummy2(h%) • ampl2 

n% = n% + 1 
NEXTi% 

NEXT e% 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
LOCATE 16,2: PRINT "Derived wave" 
LOCATE 17,2: : PRINT "after adding" 
LOCATE 18: PRINT e% - 1;" harmonics " 

CALL Xaxis3 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

x = xdummy • i% + xoff% 
Y = y(i%) + 250 
PSET (x, y), col3% 
NEXTi% 

ELSEIF a$ = "1" THEN 
DO 
e% = e% + 1 
freq2% = (2 • e% - 1) • fundfreq% 

hamming = .54 + .46 • COS((pi' (2 • e% - 1) • fundfreq%) 1 kount%) 
ampl2 = ampli • (41 (pi' (2 • e% - 1) • fundfreq%))' hamming 

IF e% > last% THEN 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT "Limit of iteration. Cannot continue." 

CALL eraser2 
EXIT DO 

ELSE 
CALL klean: CALL fadd 
VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
LOCATE 6: PRINT "Press any key to continue, 'esc' to quit." 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
b$ = INPUT$(l) 

IF b$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
CALL eraser2: EXIT DO 

END IF 
END IF 

LOOP 
ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN EXIT DO 
ELSE 

BEEP 
END IF 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 



LOCATE 22,2: PRINT "Model of wave" 
LOCATE 23,2: PRINT" desired" 
ampl2 = 14: freq2% = fundfreq% 
IF W$ = "1" THEN 

wtype2% = 4: CALL 10ader2 
ELSE 

wtype2% = 1: CALL 10ader2 
END IF 

CALL Xaxis2: CALL dro2 
VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
LOCATE 27 
COLOR 14 
PRINT "View cumulative Fourier equation? yin"; 
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DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
a$ = INPUT$(1) 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
IF LCASE$(a$) = "y" THEN 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
klean 
LOCATE 10, 10 
PRINT "Cumulative Fourier equation is:" 
COLOR 7 
PRINT eqn$ 

END IF 
COLOR 7 
EXIT DO 

LOOP 
EXIT DO 
LOOP 

VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT "Quit square wave? (yin)" 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$(1) 
IF LCASE$(W$) = "y" THEN EXIT DO 

LOOP 

END SUB 

SUB tria 
SHARED ampl2, col3%, xlen%, reso, freq2%, e% 
SHARED YO, wtype1%, wtype2%, xoff%, co11%, phase1%, yoff3% 
SHARED phase2%, eraze%, eqn$, wty$, konstan~ kount%, ampli, last% 

xdummy = xlen% I 720 
DO 
VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
LOCATE 5, 5 
PRINT "1.Build up 2.Break down to components (choose),,; 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
W$ = INPUT$(1) 
LOCATE 5, 60: PRINT W$ 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
INPUT "Enter fundamental frequency ( not> 3 ! )"; fundfreq% 
IF fundfreq% > 3 OR fundfreq% < 1 THEN BEEP: fundfreq% = 2 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 

e% = 1: pi = 22/7 
freq2% = (2 • e% - 1) • fundfreq% 
ampli = 10: konstant = pi I (2 • fundfreq%) 

hamming = .54 + .46' COS((pi • (2 • e% - 1) • fundfreq%) I kount%) 
DO 
ampl2 = -ampli' (41 (pi' ((2 • e% - 1)' fundfreq%) A 2))' hamming 
IF ABS(ampI2) < 14 THEN 

ampli = ampli + 2 
ELSEIF ABS(ampI2) > 18 THEN 



ampli = ampli - 2 
ELSE 

EXIT DO 
END IF 
LOOP 

IF W$ = "1" THEN 
wtype2% = 2: CALL loader2 
CALL klean 
wty$ = "cos" 
CALL fund 

ELSEIF W$ = "2" THEN 
wtype2% = 5: CALL 10ader2 
CALL klean 
wty$ = "cos" 
CALL fund 
ampli = -ampli 
wtype2% = 2: CALL loader2 

ELSEIF W$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
EXIT DO 

ELSE 
BEEP 

END IF 

LOCATE 6 
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PRINT "1.step by step 2.compute and display result (select number)" 
DO 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
a$ = INPUT$(1): LOCATE 6 

PRINT" 
IF a$ = "2" THEN 

COLOR 1: LOCATE 6: PRINT "Adding harmonic" 
FOR e% = 2 TO last% 

LOCATE 6, 18: PRINT e% 
COLOR 7 

freq2% = (2' e% - 1) • fundfreq% 
hamming = .54 + .46' COS((pi • ((2 • e% - 1) • fundfreq%) / kount%)) 
ampl2 = -ampli • (4 / (pi' (2 • e% - 1) A 2)) • hamming 

eqn$ = eqn$ + "+" + STR$(ampI2) +"" + wty$ + STR$(freq2%) + "x" + "" 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

h% = n% • freq2% 
IF h% > 720 THEN n% = 1: h% = freq2% 

y(i%) = y(i%) + ydummy2(h%) • ampl2 
n% = n% + 1 

NEXT i% 
NEXT e% 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
LOCATE 16,2: PRINT "Derived wave" 
LOCATE 17,2: : PRINT "after adding" 
LOCATE 18: PRINT e% - 1;" harmonics " 

CALL xaxis3 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 

x = xdummy • i% + xoff% 
Y = y(i%) + 250 
PSET (x, y), col3% 
NEXTi% 

ELSEIF a$ = "1" THEN 
DO 

e% = e% + 1 
freq2% = (2 • e% - 1) • fundfreq% 

hamming = .54 + .46' COS((pi' ((2' e% - 1)' fundfreq%) / kount%)) 
ampl2 = -ampli' (4/ (pi' ((2' e% - 1)' fundfreq%) A 2))' hamming 

IF e% > last% THEN 



PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
PRINT "Limit of iteration. Cannot continue." 
CALL eraser2 
EXIT DO 

ELSE 
CALL klean: CALL fadd 
VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
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LOCATE 6: PRINT "Press any key to continue, 'esc' to quit." 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ = "": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
b$ = INPUT$(l) 

IF b$ = CHR$(27) THEN 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
CALL eraser2: EXIT DO 

END IF 
END IF 

LOOP 

ELSEIF a$ = CHR$(27) THEN EXIT DO 
ELSE BEEP 
END IF 

VIEW PRINT 3 TO 28 
LOCATE 22, 2: PRINT "Model of wave" 
LOCATE 23, 2: PRINT" desired" 
ampl2 = 14: freq2% = fundfreq% 
IF W$ = "1" THEN 
wtype2% = 5: CALL loader2 
ELSE 
wtype2% = 2: CALL loader2 
END IF 
CALL xaxis2: CALL dr02 

VIEW PRINT 27 TO 28 
LOCATE 27 
COLOR 14 
PRINT "View cumulative Fourier equation? yin"; 
DO WHILE NOT INKEY$ ="": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
a$ = INPUT$(l) 

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
IF LCASE$(a$) = "y" THEN 

VIEW PRINT 6 TO 24 
CALL klean 
LOCATE 10, 10 
PRINT "Cumulative Fourier equation is:" 
COLOR 7 
PRINT eqn$ 

END IF 
COLOR 7 

EXIT DO 
LOOP 

EXIT DO 
LOOP 

VIEW PRINT 5 TO 6 
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT 
PRI NT "Quit triangular wave? (yIn)" 
DO WHILE NOT INKEYS ="": LOOP 'To empty keyboard input buffer 
WS = INPUTS(1) 
IF LCASES(WS) = Y THEN EXIT DO 

LOOP 
END SUB 

SUBXaxis1 
SHARED yoff1 %, x1en%, xoff% 
FOR i% = 0 TO xlen% STEP 6 
PSET (i% + xoff%, yoff1%), 1 



NEXTi% 
END SUB 

SUBXaxis2 
SHARED yoff2%, xlen%, xoffOlo 
FOR i% = 0 TO xlen% STEP 6 
PSET (i% + xoffO/o, yoff2%), 1 
NEXTi% 
END SUB 

SUBXaxis3 
SHARED yoff3%, xlen%, xoffOlo 
FOR i% = 0 TO xlen% STEP 6 
PSET (i% + xoffO/o, yoff3%), 1 
NEXTi% 
END SUB 
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APPENDIX G 

PROGRAM LIST FOR GENERATING THE DATA TABLES 

REM r program for generating the five data tables *1 
REM r The command system on line 4 of this program is included *1 
REM 1* to safeguard against running the program since *1 
REM 1* the tables are already created. *1 

,* .. ** •• * NOT MEARNT TO BE RUN SINCE FILES ARE ALREADY CREATED ........... . 
SYSTEM 
x = 0: pi = 22 17 
OPEN "sine.tbl" FOR OUTPUT AS #4 
FORx = 0 TO 720 
sine = SIN(x· pi 1180) 
WRITE #1, sine 
x = x +.5 
NEXT x 

x=O 
OPEN "cosine.tbl" FOR OUTPUT AS #5 
FOR x = 0 TO 720 
cosine = COS(x· pi 1180) 
WRITE#1, cosine 
x = x +.5 
NEXT x 

OPEN '1riangle.tbl" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
stepp = 0 
FOR i% = OT0360 
tri = stepp 
WRITE#1, tri 
stepp = stepp + (1/360) 
NEXTi% 
FORi%=361 TO 720 
stepp = stepp - (1/180) 
tri = stepp 
WRITE#1, tri 
NEXTi% 

'square wave values ......... * ... . 
OPEN "square.tbl" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 

stepp = 0 
FORi%=OTO 10 
squa = stepp 
WRITE #2, squa 
stepp = stepp + .1 
NEXTi% 
FOR i% = 11 T0345 
squa = 1 
WRITE #2, squa 
NEXTi% 
FOR i% = 346 TO 355 
stepp = stepp - .1 
squa= stepp 
WRITE #2, squa 
NEXTi% 
FOR i% = 356 TO 710 



squa =-1 
WRITE #2, squa 
NEXTi% 
FOR i% = 711 TO 720 
squa = stepp 
WRITE #2, squa 
stepp = stepp + .1 
NEXT i% 

, sawtooth wave values .** ••• " •• "."" ....... 
OPEN "sawtooth.tbl" FOR OUTPUT AS #3 
stepp = 0 
FOR i% = 0 TO 720 
sotut = stepp 
WRITE #3, sotut 
stepp = stepp + (11 720) 
NEXTi% 
CLOSE 
system 
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